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MLGCJ

Questions

Group Plans Celebration of National

Candidates for City Election

|

is not running. The main candidates
On Sat. Sept. 20, the Memphis
are Democrats Jim Strickland and
Lesbian and Gay Coalition for Jus—
Carol Chumney and Republican
tice sponsored a special town hall
George Flinn. Neither Flinn nor
meeting to discuss the election and
Strickland
returned
the
meet with candidates. Invitations to
questionniare, so their positions on
the town hall meeting were also
the non—discrimination ordinance
sent to all the candidates. About 25
or the ‘other issues MLGCJ asked
people attended the town hall meet
the candidates about are unknown.
ing and several: candidates also
The voter guide on the MLGCJ
spoke: Lester Lit (District 9 Posi—
web site will be updated with can—
tion 1), Carol Chumney (District 5)
didate responses as they arrive.
and Tiffany Lowe (District 9 Posi—
normat
doot.. s*Cs 3+
cial endorsements at this time,
All three expressed their support
MLGCJ hopes everyone will vote
for a city non—discrimination ordi—
Oct. 9 and help elect a city council
nance to prohibit discrimination
that will support equal civil rights
based on sexual orientation or gen—
der in employment, housing, pub— ~ for lesbians, gays, bisexual and
transgender people," MLGCJ co—
lic accommodations and educa—
chair Jim Maynard said. Five ques—
tional institutions, and all sup—
tions were asked on the survey. The
. ported a city policy to protect city
responses are listed below by can—
employees from discrimination.
3
Candidates were divided on didate.
Questions:
their support for "domestic partner—
1. What are your priorities for
ship benefits" for city employees.
city government?
Carol Chumney said she opposes
2. Do you support equal civil
DP benefits because they would
rights
for gays and lesbians?
have to be offered to gay and
3. Would you support a city or—
straight couples and she did not
dinance to prohibit discrimination
think such a policy would be po—
based on sexual orientation or gen—
litically or economically feasible.
der
identity in employment, educa—
Tiffany Lowe, a lesbian herself,
tional institutions, housing or
said she supports DP beneifts.
public accommodations?
Lester Lit clarified his answer to
4. Would you support policies
the question in the questionniare.
to prohibit employment discrimi—
He says he would support DP ben—
nation based on sexual orientation
efits if there was some legal status
or gender identity for city employ—
given to domestic partnerships.
ees?
While MLGCJ had not received
5. Would you support offering
Mayor Herenton‘s questionnaire at
domestic partnership benefits to
press time, in the 1999 city elec—
city employees?
tion he answered "YES." to the
questions on the non—discrimina—
tion ordinance and on domestic
partnershp benefits. Mayor
Herenton has also met with repre—
sentatives of the Memphis GLBT
community. and appointed Len
Piechowski to be his liaison to the
Memphis GLBT community. He
has also promised to present the
non—discrimination ordinance to
the city council once it is finalized.
District 5 is an imporant race
since John. Vergos, the current
council member from that district,
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CITY MAYOR
Candidate: Walter Payne
Party: Democrat
1. Public safety issues, educa—
See Survey on page 7
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Coming Out Day, Announces the First
‘Memphis Gaymes‘ Competitions
On Sept 16, the members of
the planning team for the first—
ever Memphis gay sports compe—
tition announced both the final
lineup for this National Coming
Out Day Celebration as well as
its official name, The Memphis
Gaymes.

After the initial gathering and
ceremonies, an Olympic—style
procession of ath—
letes with the "run—
ning of the torch"
will proceed down
Cooper Street to
MGLCC at 892
f
—. Theplanning team is com—_ South Cooper.
prised ofrepresentatives of the _ Appropriate per— ___
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Com—
mits have been se—
munity Center, the Brothers and
cured to close off
Sisters Bowling League, and the
traffic for the brief
Bluff City Sports Association.
— procession.
All activities connected with
The: Gaymes‘
The Memphis Gaymes will be
cauldron will be lit
held on Sat., Oct. 11, according
from the torch at
to the following schedule: The
the community cen—
opening ceremonies will be at I 1
ter and athletes and
a.m. in the First Congregational
spectators will then
Church South Parking Lot at
disperse to their
1000 South Cooper St.
cars to travel to
The planning team has secured
various locations
the permission of the church‘s ad—
throughout the city
ministration to utilize this lot not
for afternoon com—
only for the initial portion of the
petitions in softball, running,
opening ceremonies but for par—
bowling and volleyball.
ticipant car parking as well.
In addition, board games for

Virginia Man Who

Killed Gay Rights

Activist Now Charged as
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
A Virginia man who was on pro—
bation for strangling a Knoxville
gay rights activist faces jail time
after being charged with being a
"peeping tom" in a store bath—
room.
Chad Allen Conyers, 32, ap—
peared Sept. 20 in Knox County
Criminal Court to face a warrant
filed by prosecutors alleging he
has violated the terms of a plea
agreement that set him free ear—
lier this year.
2+.
Conyers killed Joseph Cam—
ber, 36, in April 2002 after the
two men left a Knoxville night—

the "athletically challenged," a
dog "best in show" competition,
as well as a "drag"
race will round out the
day‘s competitions.
The specific loca—
tions and times for
each competition will
_ be found in the pro—
gram distributed at the
opening ceremonies as
well as appearing on
the MGLCC web site .
(www.mglec.org) no
later than Oct. 5. The
closing award ceremo—
nies with the presenta—
tion of gold, silver and
bronze medals will be
held back at MGLCC
at 7 p.m. with a party
to follow.
Persons interested
in participating or de—
siring more informa—
tion can call 857—8523 or e—mail:
chaskins915@aol.com.

‘Peeping Tom‘

club. He was originally charged
with second—degree murder, but
was allowed in March to plead
guilty to voluntary manslaughter.
At the time, Conyers was sen—
tenced to four years with actual
jail time suspended. If he obeyed
the law for 15 years, the man—
slaughter charge would be dis—
missed.
But on July 31, Conyers was
charged in Virginia Beach, where
he lives and works as a loss pre—
vention manager for a clothing
store, with peeping into a bath—
room stall at a department store.
Inside the stall was an under—

cover police officer conducting a
sting targeting sexual activities in
public restrooms, officials said.
Attorney David M. Eldridge
said the alleged offense is minor,
and his client contends he is in—
nocent.
Assistant District Attorney
General Phil Morton said the new
charge is enough to rescind the
deal Conyers was granted.
Judge Richard Baumgartner
set an Oct. 17 hearing to deter—
mine if Conyers has violated his
probation. If so, his four—year sen—
tence would be reinstated and a
conviction entered on his record.

Gay Marriage and the
Ten
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Commandments:

Right-Wing Backlash
state.Religious right leaders have ex—
by Jim Maynard
pressed
concern overto speak
President
While
gays
and
lesbians
have
Bush‘s
reluctance
out
been
celebrating
the
recent
Su—
against
gay
and
lesbian
rights.
Af—
preme
Court"sod—
decision overturning
terCourt
the Supreme
remaining
decision
omy"
laws,
the
overturning
Opinions expressed in the Texas sod—
religious right editorials,commentaries
has been gearing
omy law,

Q

The

and letters are those of
the authors.

gay people.
The right wing of the Republi—
can Party has been looking for a
hot—button cultural issue to take
voters‘ minds off economic prob—
lems and mobilize conservative
Christian voters. They think they
have found the perfect issues in gay
marriage and the Ten Command—
ments. By siding with the Christian
Right on these issues, the Republi—
can Party is joining a crusade
against the courts and the constitu—
tional separation of church and

which then
g o vier n our

Eeorge W.
s
Bush defended
as necessary to protect "traditional
family values," conservatives be—
gan pushing for a constitutional
amendment to ban same—sex mar—
riages. Bush initially cautioned
conservatives against a constitu—
tional amendment saying it may not
be necessary, arousing more anger
among some religious right groups.
Bush changed his tune in a re—
cent Rose Garden press conference.
To. placate his conservative reli—
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from the long—term trend of grow—
ing acceptance or demonstrate
growing opposition to gays and
lesbians.
Politically, same—sex marriage
is a hot issue which both Repub—
Alican—and. Democratic candidates
are reluctant to support. Conser—
Republicans want to make
sinners and I caution those who —— for theV Doctrine of the Faith" (for— vative
same—sex
marriage a central issue
may try to take the speck out of merly known as "The Inquisition"), in upcoming
elections in hopes of
their neighbor‘s eye when they‘ve issued a paper entitled: "Consider— drawing on popular
opposition
got a log in their own."Jaggwuhigl
Linking ationsRegarding—ProposalsC Wi
ina
liz
ing
libe
ralDDemo—
the issueofsame—sex:
emo:
Hote Neat: — Sed tosinwas
anti an—_‘Legal Recognition toUnions Be _crats.While most ofthe
a biblicalreference
Homosexual Persons." In cratic presidential candidates also
other of many troubling violations tween
response
to a growing number of oppose same—sex marriage, they
of the constitutional. separation of laws granting
rights to same— support "civil unions," which
church and state by Bush, and sex unions inlegal
Europe and North _ would givegay and lesbian
shows the limits of "compassion—
the
Vatican document couples most ofthe same legal
— America,
ate conservatism." —
£,
calls
upon
Catholic
and non—Catho— benefits of marriage..
The Republican Policy Com— lic politicians to oppose
Itis
hypocriticalfor
those
who
laws grant—
mittee has released a paper titled ing legal rights to gay and
lesbian claim they support equal —treat—
"The Threat to Marriage from the couples in order to defendthe.
ment .of gays and lesbians to op—
Courts," urging the Senate to move "common good of society."
same—sex marriage. If
toward amending the Constitution While the religious right and the pose
marriage
as a civil in—
to prevent gay and lesbian couples — Catholic church claim they are try— stitution byis treated
government,
from ever legally marrying in the ing to "protect" the institution of than a religious sacrament,rather
then
United States. The GOP is trying _
marriage, they do not gay and lesbian couples should
to tap into the conservative appre— heterosexual
how allowing gays and les— have the same legal rights and
hension over recent court decisions explain
bians
to
marry would threaten benefits as married couples. To
extending civil rights to gays and straight marriages
any way. It is deny these rights based on reli—
lesbians, including a pending case unfair and unjust toinblame
and gious views of marriage is not
in Massachusetts that may declare _ lesbians for the problems ofgays
hetero— only a violation ofthe separation
that state‘s ban on same—sex mar— sexual marriage. Are gay and
les— of church and state, it is a viola—
riage unconstitutional.
of the fundamental constitu—
bian
couples
a
greater
threat
Conservatives pressured Con— society than pederastic priests andto tion
tional
rights of gay and lesbian
gress to pass the "Defense of Mar— Catholic prohibition of birth con— © Americans.
riage Act" in 1996 which already
The central issue in the next
denies federal recognition ofsame— trol?Up until the recent Supreme presidential
will be the
sex marriages. By passing more Court decision overturning the protection ofelection
the
U.S.
federal laws to prohibit states from Texas sodomylaw, polls showed tion and the separation Constitu—
recognizing same—sex marriage, the growing public acceptance of and state. Hopefully theof church
Republican party is abandoning the equal rights for gays and lesbians. cratic Party will respond Demo—
to the
principle oflimited federal govern— In a Gallop Poll after the court de— right—wing attacks by standing
up
ment and states‘ rights.‘
and
defending
the
Constitution
48% believed homo—
The religious right is using op— cision, only
relations should be legal, against the religious tyranny Tho—
position to same—sex marriage to sexuals
from 60%. While most mas Jefferson swore eternal hos—
attack the courts as well as gays: down
oppose job discrimi— tility against.
The Supreme Court‘s decision Americans
Jim Maynard is co—chair Mem—
against gays and lesbians,
overturning "sodomy" laws was nation
phis
& Gay Coalitionfor
more
than
half
(55
percent
ac—
universally condemned by right— cording to a recent CBS—New JusticeLesbian
andfounder
of the Mem—
wing religious groups who used the York Times Poll) oppose gay mar— phis Freethought Alliance.
decision to organize opposition riage. It is unclear whether the can be contacted by e—mail Heat
against same—sex. marriage.Pat recent polls are an aberration jmaynard2 @earthlink.net.
Robertson launched a campaign
called "Operation Supreme Court
Freedom." Robertson called upon
his followers to ask God to "retire"
a few ofthe justices afflicted with
old age and health problems.
The Catholic church joined the
right—wing campaign against —gay
marriages. The Vatican‘s ortho—
doxy watchdog, the "Congregation

gious base, Bush reiterated his be—
lief in the "sanctity of marriage,"
stating that he believed marriage
should only be between a man and
a woman, and that he wanted to see
that belief codified into law. To
balance this bone to his right—wing
base, Bush stated that "we‘re all

whes

ED {Of the "wit
attle in its "cul—
tural war" against

C
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Even if you don‘t buy anything
while you‘re there, it‘s worth the
trip. Check them out.

by Allen Cook

Halloween is a holiday just
made for gays — dress up... how
¥
cool is that?
Venerable friend Vincent Astor
Well, if you dress up the house
for Halloween, check out Home for has another feather to add to his
the Holidays at 8504 Macon Rd. in
cap. The Memphis Queen Lines
has engaged him to play its calliope
Cordova. Their Halloween room is
not to be believed! They even have — on the Island Queen during the
a Halloween tree — just like a
"Tall Stacks". gathering of
Christmas tree, except... well, you
riverboats. The "Tall Stacks" is like
know.
the "Tall Ships" only with

riverboats rather than sailing ships.
There will be 17 vessels on dis—
play from the Mississippi Queen
and Delta Queen to local excursion
boats, many of them stern—wheel—
ers. "For the first time, to my
humble knowledge, there will be
~ two Delta Queens at ‘Tall Stacks,""
Astor said.
Captain Dale Lozier remarked
that she had heard Vincent play be—
fore several of the gay river rides,
at one time a fixture of Pride cel—
ebrations in Memphis, and called
him up. He had also played the
same calliope (who knew it was
movable?) for an event in Victo—
rian Village.

The cast of P.S. Your Cat is Dead (Back row) » Charlie Green, Ayan
Kathman andEric Schupp. Mary Beth Sciater (center).
think your life is in the dumps, you
Next day was cloudy but dry,
don‘t have anything on the protago— and I hied my butt over there to take
nist in this story.
in the eye candy and show a friend
our new community center. Imag—
¥
ine my surprise when I turned the
Kudos also to the folks in the corner and saw nothing but a clean
St. Patrick‘s Invitational Tourna— street — not even an overflowing
ment 2004 for raising $210 for the trash can was in sight. You‘d have
MGLCC at their recent First An— never known there was a street fair
nual Dead Elvis Bowl. Apparently there the day before.
they are not finished yet —
I am glad, however, that the
MGLCC will be the designated Cooper—Young Neighborhood As—
beneficiary for all its other events sociation was not pilloried for its
this year including the bowling decision like the Memphis Pride
tournament in mid—March.
Committee was a number of years
¥
ago when they postponed the Pride
What‘s up with the personals in festivities because of the threat of
this newspaper? For as long as I can storms.
remember, the personals have been
¥
a vehicle for gay men. This month
How many jokes can you make
for some reason, most of the per— about an organization called the Pink
sonals are from lesbians. Ofcourse, Pistols? Did you hear the one about
.. ¥
this is not a problem.— just an in... the. lesbian with. the elephant.gun?
Congrats tothe EmeraldTheatre: teresting shift.
Hell hath no fury like a drag queen
Company for a successful run of
¥
with a gun. Is that a gun in your
P.S. Your Cat is Dead by James
Like many people, I was one of pocket or are you glad to see me?
Kirkwood. Kirkwood may be best those who missed this year‘s Coo—
But seriously, personal safety is
known for writing the book of per—Young ferstival. When I got up a real concern for many people and
Broadway‘s long—running A Cho— on that Saturday morning, it was many make the personal choice to
rus Line.
f
raining cats and dogs, and I figured purchase a gun to achieve it.
I read P.S8. Your Cat is Dead as they had invoked the rain date. But
The goal of The Pink Pistols is
a book many, many years ago and noo000!
to make sure that those people who
,
thought it was hysterical. If you
have firearms are trained, properly
licensed and know how to maintain
and care for their weapons.
The organization was founded
Deadline for
by gay and lesbian people who
were tired ofliving in fear and de—
November 2003
cided to take action. Locally, a
chapter was organized a few
months ago by Mickey Brannon
Triangle Journal News
and Wayne Hastings.
If you have a gun andwant to
October 15 _
share your knowledge with novices
or are thinking of purchasing a gun
for your personal protection,
contact them at. memphis @
Publication Date: Oct. 31, 2003
pinkpistols.org.
¢
Please submit advertising, stories,
Ifyou think one vote doesn‘t mat—
pictures and calendar events to:
ter, ask our mayor Dr. Willie
Herenton. He won his first mayoral
election 12 years ago against incum—
U.S. MAIL Triangle Journal News.
bent Dick Hackett by a mere hand—
P.O..Box 11485
ful of votes, but has gone on to be
Memphis, TN 38111
one of the longest—serving mayors of
Memphis since Boss Crump.
The next mayor and city council
PHONE OR FAX: 901—454—1411
may vote on the issues of a non—dis—
crimination ordinance and domes—
—
tic partnerships for city employees,
_ E—MAIL:—memphistin@ aol.com
so take a few minutes of your time
Oct. 9 to cast your vote.

¥
Author of The Other Side of
What and TIN book review col—
umnist Shannon Yarbrough will be
back in Memphis Thurs., Oct. 16,
to sit in on the Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Book Club‘s meeting. Of
— course, they have selected his book
as their October reading. Inciden—
tally, you don‘t have to have read
the book to attend, but it‘s nice to
do so.
Shannon tells us that his book
"Toe is #5 on his publisher‘s top 10 list
He says it slipped to #7 and #8,
but is back up to #5 as of this writ—
ing. The levels are based on top
grossing sales.
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Book Club meets on the third
Thursday of each month at the
MGLCC.

EMPIRE MORTGAGE

—

CORPORATION.

..]
_

Tennessee and Mississippi Licensed Mortgage Co.
Since 1985

*

§

For all your Mortgage needs we offer:

FHA « VA e Conventional * Refinances

_

Construction » Commercial * Debt Consolidation
and
MORE!

We can customize a program to fit

‘youl'f‘

WOODY JANSSEN —
671 N. Ericson
Cordova, TN 38018

901—219—6399
901—309—9963

e—mail: woody@empiremtgco.com
fax: 901—754—9648
100% Financing Available
I look forward to hearing from You.
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MasqerAIDS Ball Part of New Fundraising Weekend
Friends For Life launches a new
Plus it‘s a masked ball, plus it‘s the
three—day weekend fundraising
weekend before Halloween, so we
FunStravaganza this October 23—
expect to see anything and every—
26, titled, "Having a Ball in Fall
thing, from formal wear to street
with Friends For Life."
wear to drag to wild costumes.
Because the weekend will offer
Needless to say, it will be quite in—
something for flair, something for
teresting considering how creative
fun, and something for food, "there
our friends and supporters are.
is guaranteed to be something for
People will be talking about this
every one," according to Butch Val—
night for a long time, just like our
entine, director of fundraising and
old costume party, High Hats, High
creator of the events. "For several
Heels," says Valentine.
years, my weird thought processes
He also said everyone will be
has been flowing to develop an ex—
amazed with the decorations the
citing weekend for the supporters
planning committee has come up
of Friends For Life.
with for this first—year event.
"Unfortunately, because of in—
The band Tropix, and DJ
creasing numbers of new HIV in—
Skittlebraii will keep the joint
fections, Friends For Life is jumping with great dance music of
growing every day and our annual
all kinds.
budget is now $1.9 million, but
Site of the big party is The Vine
only 75 percent is covered by
(formerly Fantasia), 1819 Madison
grants and other funding sources.
near McLean, next to Neil‘s Bar
"A major new fundraising event
and Restaurant.
is definitely needed to make up the
Only 400 tickets will be avail—
difference, but we needed to make
able this first year: $35 in advance,
sure it will be as well—planned, suc—
$40 at the door (includes compli—
cessful, and as anticipated as our
mentary wine, beer and non—alco—
other events. ..the Fabulous Febru—
holic), with VIP tickets for $100
ary Concert series, the Swingin‘
(includes complimentary full ser—
Summer Auction Party, A Place at
vice bar, VIP Overlook Lounge
the Table and the Brunch With
with a delicious buffet).
Friends...so I called in top—notch
Sunday has something for food.
recruits to help ~with the
"A Cabaret at the Café" features a
MasquerAIDS Ball — professional
special four—course brunch with
party planners — and what a great
musical entertainment. Nothing is
job they have done." Valentine said.
more perfect after a big Saturday
Here is an overview of the en—
night out than a great brunch with
i> Dill
friends ‘on a brisk fall Sundayaf
Friday has something for ﬂalr f ternoon, and the annual Brunch

"The Diva and The Dude" offers
anevening of elegant dining, op—
era and classical piano at the
Brooks Museum of Art. The
evening begins with a VIP Cham—
pagne Reception with The Diva
and The Dude, with piano enter—
tainment by Robert Boozman.
Dinner will be served in the
Dunavant Rotunda, and the
Germantown Symphony String
Quartet will complement the fine
dining experience.
Lyrico Spinto Soprano Anita
Protich of Los Angeles and classi—
cal pianist David Troy Francis, a
former Memphian now living in
Los Angeles, will offer a presenta—
tion of opera and classical piano in
the Brooks Auditorium following
dinner.
A coffee reception will end this
memorable evening.
"They gave a surprise guest per—
formance during the reception for
the Johnny Mercer Concert last
February that knocked everybody‘s
socks off. I knew I had to get them
back to Memphis to do a benefit for
Friends For Life," said Valentine.
Tickets are $200 with cham—
pagne reception, dinner and con—
cert; $150 with dinner and concert;
and $100 for concert only. Prepaid
reservations are required.
Saturday has something for fun.
"A Night in Red MasqerAIDS
Ball" is the weekend‘s anchor
event, and promises to become a
popular annual fundraiser.
"The theme is Dress in Red.

With Friends is a perfect wayto
end the three—day FunStravaganza.
Normally closed on Sunday af—
ternoons, Café Society will open its
doors that day exclusively for the

friends and supporters of Friends »ladies. This year‘s brunch will be

For Life.
Susan "Honey Mouth" Marshall
and Jackie Johnson, accompanied
by Nat Kerr, will perform a vari—
ety of songs that will be perfect for
an October Sunday brunch.
"The last time we had A Caba—
ret at the Café, it sold out in three
days," according to Valentine.
"The food is always great at Café
Society, and our supporters know
Susan and Jackie from our Fabu—
lous February Concerts, and are
just crazy wild over these talented

a quick sell—out too." The brunch
is from noon—3 p.m. and is $55 per
person. Prepaid reservations are
required.
Just as Butch Valentine said, the
weekend has something for every—
one. Tickets for each event are lim—
ited so get your tickets and
reservations early, he suggests.
Tickets for the MasquerAIDS Ball
are available in advance through
Friends For Life; Dabbles Hair
Company, 19 N. Cooper; Inz &

Outz Cards and Gifts, 553 S. Coo—
per; Millennium Interiors in the
Oak Court Mall; and a new busi—
ness and supporter, The White Gar—
denia Eclectic Gifts, 820 S. Cooper
near Elzey in the Cooper—Young
district.
For the "The Diva and The
Dude" and "A Cabaret at the Café,"
tickets are available only through
the Friends For Life office.
For questions and reservations,
contact Butch Valentine, 272—0855,
or email ButchFFL @Bellsouth.net

The Noble Krewe of Hathor Receives
501(c)(3) Status from IRS
Darren Sanford, president of
The Noble Krewe of Hathor, has.
announced that it has received sec—
tion 501(c)(3) status from the In—
ternal Revenue Service.
Application for this status re—
quires quite a bit of program plan—
ning for future events and budget
preparation.
"Since we are a non—profit or—
ganization which solicits donations
from the public, we want those in—
dividuals who donate time, money
and items of personal property to
be able to benefit from their gener—
osity," Sanford said.
Donors may only deduct contri—
butions made to qualified organi—
zations. To become a qualified
organization, most organizations
other than churches and govern—
ments, must apply to the IRS and
pay the appropriate fee.

Sanford, who is also a CPA, ad—

phis—area charitable programs.

vises donors to ask the status of the

Each fiscal year, the krewe se—

organization to which they are con—

lects a charity and holds various

tributing in order to insure that the

fundraising events for that charity.

contribution will be allowed by the
IRS.

At the end ofthe krewe‘s fiscal
year, a festival is held to thank

Publication 78 contains a list of

those who have donated time,

organizations which are qualified

money and goods to the krewe‘s

organizations. More information

fundraising efforts.

regarding charitable contributions
can be obtained by reviewing IRS
publication 526.

If you are interested in support—
ing charitable causes, having fun
and meeting new people, you are

The Noble Krewe of Hathor was

encouraged to visit the krewe‘s

chartered in July 2003 as an orga—

website

nization of men and women who

www

at

support and promote local Mem—

Believe

Out to Excell
Believe

The First Memphis
GaySporty Competition

in trick or treat.

An Official MGLCC
NationalComing OutDay Event
co~spornsored by numerous city wide
gay sporty orgaruizations i!!

Creepy old houses.

Believe
in the spirit of

&aturday,
October 11, 2003

Halloween.

Spooky Farmhouse — I
i

"Drag" Races

Bowlumgz & Games
@
for the
differently —
alrled

TAA NTA UAS

Celebrate the tricks and treats of Halloween with devilish decorations from
Department 56. Our popular lighted buildings will add a scary glow to any
room. Each ceramic building is individually handcrafted and handpainted
with realistic details. They‘re frightfully good fun, so invite us to your next
Halloween celebration.

An entire room devoted to

call
providchasis
857 —8523
for info:
Advertising space donatedas apublic service ofthe Tﬂang/e%rnal

Halloween treasures!
®

WEN arm
8504 Macon Road
Cordova *» 755—5554
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We are a young and growing dental
These are messages from your teeth
practice which prides itself on
\ which say, "We need help!"
f
fairness and open—mindedneﬁa
in|
Make your teeth feel good again!
dur office How
Call for an appointment today. We‘ll listen.
_
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a
invisalign
|
f
Straight Teeth. No Braces."
WILLIAM N. CASTLE, D.D.S.
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Humorist and

ienvenn

..eammemo.—

Best—selling Author Set
GROUP

for Cannon

Center Performance Oct.

Best—selling author and NPR
humorist David Sedaris will be in
Memphis for a performance Thurs.,
Oct. 16, at the Cannon Center for
the Performing Arts.
While David Sedaris now con—
sistently sells out venues across the
country, including Carnegie Hall,
his early days as a house—cleaner
— in New York City never foretold
of such widespread recognition.
Sedaris made his comic debut
recounting the strange—but—true ex—
periences ofhis job as a Macy‘s elf
clad in green tights, reading his
"SantalLand Diaries" (produced re—
cently by Memphis‘ Circuit Play—
house) on National Public Radio‘s
Morning Edition.
Sedaris‘ sardonic humor and in—
cisive social critique have since
made him one of NPR‘s most
popular and humorous commenta—
tors. But Sedaris isn‘t "just a work—
ing Joe who happens to put out
these perfectly constructed pieces
of prose," as This American Life‘s
Ira Glass puts it. The great skill

Survey
Continuedfrompage 1
tional issues, economic develop—
ment, social issues, citizen way of
life and children service plan.
2. YES., because I am a mem—
ber of the NAACP, so I definitely
believe in equal civil rights for ev—
eryone.
3. YES., I would because I pray
for the day we can eliminate all
types of discrimination.
§
4. YES., I would support poli—
cies that outlaw employment dis—
crimination because if I work with
you I don‘t care for knowing any
ofthat, only the person.
5. NO, based on laws I don‘t
think you can offer gay or lesbian
employees the same benefits as
married couples, so I could not be
able to support those benefits.
Candidate: Randle Catron
Party: Democrat
1. Term limits, crime, taxes.
Tax payer dollars, economic devel—
opment.
2. YES.
3. YES.
4. YES.
5. YES.
CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT 5
Candidate: Carol Chumney
Party: Democrat
1. With 13 years of experience as
a state legislator, I bring a proven
track record of progressive leader—
ship. Nationally recognized for child
care reform, I also bring to city hall
a new focus on the needs ofchildren.
I have worked hard for families,
neighborhoods and public education
and have shown the personal inde—

with which Sedaris slices through
euphemisms and political correct:
ness proves that he is a master of
satire.
David Sedaris is the author of
the bestsellers Barrel Fever and
Holidays —on Ice, as well as collec—
tions of personal essays, Naked and
Me Talk Pretty One Day, which
immediately became a national
bestseller.
Sedaris and his sister, Amy
Sedaris, have collaborated under
the name "The Talent Family" and
have written several plays which
have been produced at La Mama,
Lincoln Center, and The Drama
Department in New York City.
These plays include Stump the
Host; Stitches; One Woman Shoe,
which received an Obie Award;
Incident at Cobbler‘s Knob; and
The Book of Liz, which was pub—
lished in book form by Dramatist‘s
Play Service. His essays appear
regularly in Esquire and The New
Yorker.
Sedaris‘ original radio pieces

pendence for the job. You can count
on me to stand up for you with expe—
rience that money can‘t buy, and
proven performance, not just prom—
ises.
%
2..YES.
3. YES:
4. YES,
5. NO.
Candidate: Kerry White
Party: Independent
1. My priorities are to protect
and serve the City of Memphis and
the people
2. NO.
3, YES.
4. YES.
5. NO.
CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT 9 POSITION 1
Candidate: Scott McCormick
Party: Republican
1. Building stronger neighbor—
hoods.
2. YES, I support equal rights
for all citizens.
3. YES, I do not support dis—
crimination. Federal laws should
protect against discrimination.
4. YES, I do not support dis—
crimination.
5.NO.
Candidate: Lester F. Lit
Party: None
1. The focus of my campaign is
restoring credibility to public offi—
cials, elected and appointed. We
are in the midst of an ethical epi—
demic in this country. My top pri—
orities are improving education,
crime and better—paying jobs.
2. YES.
3; YES.
4. YES.
_.
5. YES, if not a living together
arrangement.

\\\\./ Z

16

INSURANCE
Auto — Home — Life — Annuities
Sensitive to the Needs of the Gay & lesbian Community
Office: 377—1075

Enrica Ramey
Home: 374—9502
E—mail: enricaramey@aol.com

IS YOUR LIFE IN A

a

FEEDBACK LOOP

9
Photo:Jean Baptete Mtonding .

can often be heard on This Ameri—
can Life, distributed nationally by
Public Radio International and pro—
duced by WBEZ in Chicago. In
2001, David Sedaris became the
third recipient of the Thurber Prize
for American Humor. He was
named by Time magazine as "Hu—
morist of the Year" in 2001.
Tickets for the Oct. 16 Cannon
Center performance are on sale

Party: None
1. My basic concern is the qual—
ity of life for all Memphians. That
means I care about the relationship
between economic development and
quality of neighborhood life, the
quality of opportunities afforded to
all Memphis citizens, and the edu—
cational system so vital to our present
as well as our future.
2. (YES) Of course, I have al—
ways supported civil rights for all
people.
3. YES. I have always supported
ordinances against all forms of dis—
crimination.
4. YES. I have always supported
policies that eliminated or reduced
artificial barriers to equal opportunity
for employment and advancement.
5. Such benefits are determined
by what the law is and how the law
defines "marriage." I will abide by
the law.
CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT 9 POSITION 2
Candidate: Tiffany Lowe
Party: Democrat
1. Improving the betterment of
mankind, e.g., education reform;,
fighting homelessness and domes—
tic violence,.raising mental health —
awareness, etc.
2 YES, I have been a lesbian for
the past 12 years.
3. YES.
4. YES.
5. YES.
Candidate: Tom Marshall
Party: No answer
1. No answer.
2. YES.:
3. YES.
‘4. YES.
5. YES.

Needing more fulfillment?
Wanting more changes in your life? 3
Having difficulty in figuring out the problem?
Considering therapy to get you on track?
Genuine and« Depression/Anxiety
Caring Therapist focusing
on:Issues
*Relationships
«
Abuse
* + Goal and Motivational Coaching
Rhonda Manning Hidaji, LCSW 757—7706
Masters LevelLicensed ClinicalSocial Worker

Buy a Subscription to the
Mid—South‘s only Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper
for yourself orfor a friend.
12 Issues for $20
mailed First Class, discreetly,
_so you don‘t have to wait for the news.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE _____ ZIP
PHONE
Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485
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Line-up
ages
in the 2003—03 "Where
TV season,
dedicated
to promoting
and ensur—
visit
GLAAD.org‘s
We
ing
fair,
accurate
and
inclusive
rep—
Are
On
TV"
section
at
http://
resentations
of
people
and
events
windex.php
w w. glaad.org/ey
e/ontyv/
innating
the media
as a means
of elimi—
.
s
homophobia
and
discrimi—
The Gay
& Lesbian
Allianceis nation based on gender identity and
Against
Defamation
(GLAAD)
sexual orientation.
Living Word
Christian Church
2489 Broad Avenue
Memphis, TN 38 I 1 2
901—452—6272
(Adjacent to the Post Office)
ccw
Services:
Sunday 10AM and 6PM
also Wednesday at 7PM
A Powerful Place to Belong...

GLAAD Examines the2003—04 Network

bonds
of humanity,
LOS Alliance
ANGELESAgainst
—TheDefama—
Gay & the
loveThecommon
anddebut
familyofthese
we share."
Lesbian
(GLAAD)
released
itsbisexual
annual two others featuringshows—and
lesbianCou—
and
~ tion
analysis
of
lesbian,
gay,
bisexual
characters,
NBC‘s
and
transgender(LGBT)
characters
pling
andfollows
CBS‘s aTwo
and aofHalf
for thetelevision
launch ofseason,
the 2003—04
net—
Men
—
summer
un—
work
noting
that
precedented
LGBT
visibility
fol—
although
broadcast
networks
have
lowing theto U.S.
Supreme
Court‘s
a long wayofthe
to goLGBTcommunity,
to reflect the full decision
overturn
sodomy
lawsin—
diversity
intenseLawrence
v.
Texas
and
the
this
season‘s
line—up
marks
a
criti—
public discussions
around
cal step forward
in representations
civil
marriage
equality
that
fol—
ofsame—sex
relationships
and
fami—
lowed.hitInshows
the midst
of
that
discus—
lies.ABC‘s groundbreaking
* comedy sion,
like Bravo‘s
Queer
Eyefor
the
Straight
Guy
and
Boy
. It‘sAllRelative
features
Phillip
and—
Meets
Boy
and
CBS‘
TheAmazing
Simon,
a
gay
couple
in
a
20—year
Race offered
viewers
glimpses
of
relationship who
are fathers
to Ina gay
life
that,
while
college—aged,
engaged
daughter.
remained
pre—
addition,
Fox‘sAstarring
Minute withNorm
Stan groundbreaking,
dominantly
male,
white,
affluent
Hooper,
and"Itdecidedly
"fabulous."contrast to
MacDonald,Peteincludes
supporting
was
an
incredible
characters
and
Lou
Peterson,
the hatefulthatrhetoric
and
ationship
gay couple
inowna long—term
rela—a experience
blatant
homophobia
followed
who
and
operate
the
Lawrence
decision andembrace
at the
local dinerand
considerthemselves
same
time
see
Americans
married.
These
gay
couples
are
a
Eye‘sonFabtelevision,"
Five and Garry
other
TV"For
rarity.the first time on a broad— Queer
gay
images
said. "There
waswhat
a profound
dis—
cast
network,
the: real—life
experi—
connect
between
viewers
saw
ence
of
thousands
of
gay
and
and the real—life
issues
lesbian familiesGLAAD
will be mirrored
on —on television
such
as
marriage,
parenting,
television,"
Executive
workplace
discrimination
and reli—
Director
Joan M."MyGarry
said ofIt‘s
gion
—
facing
our
community.
All
Relative.
partner
of
22
It‘s Allin Relative
years
and I canandfinally
look
atthere
our Shows
a steppolhaceslike
forward
bridgingcanthabe
three
children
tell
them
_««is.a
like familyon
us." television that looks—gap
It‘sAll predictable
Relative.stands$
outwhere
in an
otherwise
season
"As
we‘ve
seen
in
the
ongoing
oftheprimetime
12 LGBTcharacters
on
‘discussions
around
civil couples,
marriage eight
network
are
gay,
white
equality
for
same—sex
NBC‘s ofCoupling
includes
thean
there‘s still a significant
gap‘people,
in un— men.
only
person
color
with
Jane,
‘derstanding
that
gay
Asian American
bisexual woman.
couples
and larger
familiescommunities,"
are integral Forthe
second
consecutive
season,
parts
of
our
there
are
no
transgender
represen—
Garry
said.
"At
its
best,
television
there is —onlyJudith
one newon
can
gap recognize
by telling tations;
lesbian andcharacter
storieshelpthatbridge
helpthatpeople

CBS‘WhileTwonewandtoa HalfMen.
»
broadcast
televi—
sion,
multi—dimensional
gay andof
lesbian
relationships
are
astaple
cable
network
programming.
Shows
like
HBO‘s
TheShowtime‘s
Wire and
Six
Feet
Under
and
Queercharacters
as Folk feature
lesbianroman—
and
gay
in
complex
ticTheandWire,sexual
relationships.
And
SixFeet
Underand
FX‘s
The Shieldinclude
gay and
lesbian
people
ofcolor
whoare
more
com—
plex,
more
fully
realized
and
more
three—dimensional
than television.
most gay
characters
on
broadcast
"Cable‘s
gay and lesbian
char—
acters
and
relationships
are
woven
into
their
shows
in aintersect
way thatwithre—
flects
how
our
lives
the larger
culture,"
Garrycharac—
said.
"That
holistic
approachto
ter development
leads to richer,
more
diverse
representations—the
kindsunderstand
of images andthatembracetheir
help Ameri—
cans
LGBT
neighbors,
friends andway.
col—
leagues
in
amore
meaningful
Since
network
television
still cap—
tures
a
much
larger
audience
than
cable
programming,
GLAAD‘®will
continue
to advocate
for richerfrom
and
more
diverse
representations
the"The
broadcast
networks."invisibility
long—standing
of ourthe families,
our relationships
and
full
diversity
of our com—
«munityinthemediahasTefftmany
Americans:
with soa—picture
ofwhat
our
lives
that
erases
much
of
we have
inthecommon
— andreligious
plays
SteveSolomon
right
into
hands
ofthe
right‘s
agenda
ofexclusion
and
in—
tolerance,"
Garryin oursaid.struggle
"At thisfor creas
SOWELL & COMPANY
critical
juncture
a
l
I
N
(HT
RoE — A_ Lit. 0 — R/ %
=
equality,
television‘s
potential
for
driving
publicand understanding
of
(}
Office (901) 278—4380 993
who
we
are
what
we‘re
fight—
Residence (901) 454—1931
ing
for
is
more
important
than
54 S. Cooper e Memphis, TN 38104
ever."
e—mail: STEVENC1@AOL.COM
For a full analysis ofLGBT im—
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ChrissyGephard,
lesbianposing
daughterofDemocraticpresidentialcandidate
|
Rep.
Dick
Gerphardt,
with
Stonewall
Democrat
organizer
Jim
Maynardat
a houseparty
heldAug.22
at the voters
home while
ofHappyJones.
Chrissy
wantedto
meet
with
gay
andlesbian
she was in
Memphistourgethemtovotetorherfather.
Whilemanygaysandlesbians
820 S. Cooper
aresupportingHowardDean,
shesaidherfatherandDeanhavesimilar
Proprietor
email:
901.722.9199 .
positions
ongayissuesandthat
voters
shouldlookatherfather‘smany
yearsinpublicofficeandhispoliticalexperience.
Shealsoemphasizedher « COLLECTIBLES * ONE OF A KIND JEWELRY ® ANTJIGQLC
father‘splan foruniversalhealthinsuranceandotherissues.
Joan

E.

Munsee

thcwhitzcgardcnia@aol.com
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Sewing
30 Years after Homosexuality Removed
from Official List of Mental Disorders
Association in 1973, we
In a yearSupremeCourtdecision
that has included a chiatric
wereremovedfromtheir‘Diagnos—
landmark
tic andDisorders.‘
StatisticalTheyManualofMen—
forgay
rights,
acontroversialelec—
tal
waved
their
tion
of
an
openly
gay
Episcopal
magic
wand
and
we
were
made
bishop, theAmericanCounseling
and gay marriage in ‘sane‘ overnight. Do you under—
Canada,
stand
the powerthat we,havetoeffect
as mental
Association(ACA)hasbecomethe
healthprofessionals,
firstofthemajormental
healthpro—
lives? Wewereadjudged
who are gay,
fessionalgayassociations
to boast an people‘s
lesbian,
orbisexual
openly
president.
mentallyoftheil dominant
because ofculture.
the preje—We
Dr. inMarkthe Pope,
Associate
Pro— dices
fessor
Division
ofCounsel—
are inhavethe mental
healthpro—for
ing & Family Therapy at the who
fessions
responsibility
UniversityofMissouri—St.Louis,
that. That
is why
my election
to Dr. MarkPope
was elected
byastheitsmembership
of lead
one
of
the
largest
mental
ACA
to
serve
Presidentdur—
issues — theandAssociation
for Gay,in
health
organizations
infirstopenly
the world Lesbian,
ing2003—2004.ACAistheworld‘s
Bisexual
Issues
is
so
important.
As
the
largest
association
exclusively
rep—
Counseling,
as
well
as
helping
to
gaymanelectedtosuchaposition,
resenting
more
than
50,000
profes—
found
the
Section
on
Lesbian,
Gay,
I
represent
a
final
and
total
repu—
sional
counselors throughout the diation ofthat past."
andBisexualConcernsintheCounsel—
UnitedStatesandaroundtheworld.
ingPsychologyDivisionoftheAmeri—
Dr.
Pope
also
founded
a
peer
Dr.
Popeisservingas
president
can
PsychologicalAssociation.
counselingprogram
ataLGBcom—
exactly
30
years
after
the
Ameri—
Dr.
describesboyhimselfas
a
munity
center
in
Chicago,
devel—
canmovedPsychiatric
Association
re—its oped a career services agency for "poor, Pope
gay,Cherokee
from
ru—
homosexuality
from
Missouri."
Hein wasthe
peopleaincounseling
San Francisco,
and ralalsosoutheast
official
ofmental
disorders.
In LGB
one
of
the
petitioners
established
program
aPsychological
recentlistspeech
at
the
American
landmark
Supreme
Court decision
Association
annual forHIV—positiveNativeAmericans
"Gay
Lib
v.
University
ofrightMis—of
in
San
Francisco.
convention,
he
chided
his
mental
souri"
that
established
the
His
numerous
accomplishments
health
colleagues
for
this
history.
LGB student groups to existnation.on
helping toto found
ACA‘s di— collegecampusesacrossthe
HeofDirectors
stated, "Byofthea voteAmerican
ofthe Board
vision devoted
LGB counseling
Psy— include
First Openly Gay ACAPresident

Canadian Gay Couple
Angered by U.S. Refusal
to Admit Them as a Family
so we decided to goback
TORONTO
(AP) —inACanada
homo— dignity,
home."
sexual
couple
married
Beth Poisson,inaOttawa,
U.S. Embassy
18 they States
weredenieden—
spokeswoman
notedas
trysaidSept.
to
the
United
as
a
fam—
U.S.
law
defines
marriage
ilyindividual
and toldcustomsforms
they had instead.
to file that
thewoman,
legalandunion
ofasa amanmember
and
spouse
Kevin
Bourassa
and
Joe
sex.officers were
Varnell
saidlawyer
theyrefusedtodo
so, ofthe"Theopposite
customs
and
their
said
he
is
look—
U.S. law,"
she said.and
ing into violation
possible legal
action
for upholding
Court
rulings
in
Ontario
alleged
of
the
couple‘s
British
Columbia
thislegalyearin made
rights.
same—sex
marriage
those
Bourassa
and
Varnell
aban—
provinces.
Bourassa
and
Varnell
doned
theirtriptoa
human
rights
held
a wedding ceremony
before
conference
in GeorgiaafteraU.S.
~
thecourtdecisions,
andtheirmar—
Customs
official
at
Toronto‘s
became legal.has
Pearson
International Airport re— riageThesubsequently
Canadian
government
fusedtoaccepttheirjointcustoms
a lawbutlegalizing
same—is
declaration
form,
saying
the proposed
sex
marriage,
the
measure
United
States
doesn‘t
recognize
undergoing
judicialdivided
review.the Thena—
same—sex
marriages.
issue
has
deeply
"We
could
have
filled
out
tion,churches
with conservative
groups
separate
forms,do you
but how
much
of and
leading
a
protest
your
dignity
want
to
have
chipped
bill. against the proposed
"We feel away?"
we had anBourassa
affront tosaid.our movement
"FWDTE October 9
e
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@
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Join us for cocktails &

tapas

Tapas until 1:00 am
M—Bar open 5pm — 3am

Serving dinner nightly 5:50pm ~ lO'ﬁOPm 7
reservations are recommended
948 S. COOPER — MEMPHIS, TN — 3 8 1 O 4
901.276.0002
W W W. M ELA NG EM EM PH IS.C OM
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‘Something

For

Everyone‘

in

October at MGLCC

Extravaganza" will take place on
completed Pride Quilt, which was
Day, will be the first of a new
by Jon Devin
Fri;;;Oct>31. Family: fun begins
started during Pride: Week in
MGLCC tradition: Out to Excel,
at 5 pim., so bring your children
June. The 40"x 40" quilt contains
"Something for everyone" is The Memphis Gaymes. This
in for a costume contest and trick—
—
100
panels
signed
an. understatement at the Mem— Oly m pics —
or—treating.. For adults, psychic
by those attending
phis Gay and Lesbian Commu— style athletic
readings, a movie and games be—
Week
nity Center in October. In honor and not—so ath—
events :
at < gi—at $ p.amy Itsa party — just
of National Coming: Out Day,; letic event be—
show;: up;and have a great time!
MGLCC.
MGLCC has planned—a host of:: gins with the
&_ __ According to
special events: including. .enter— ‘opening cer—
Mikr Zulewski,
tainment, athletics,;culture; :and — emonies and
—Special Events
~ who designed and
procession
reflection.
rei»
OutFlix: October 8—14 (see
‘constructed the
at
OutFlix, MGLCC‘s—highly starting
www.outflix.org for schedule)
| __ quilt,ittook about —
popular gay and lesbian film fes— First Congre—
¥
70 hours to ﬁnish. &
tival — now in its 6th year. — g a t lon al
but
to.
Excel:
the Memphis |
ewski says —
kicks off.on Wed., Oct. 8 and— runs Church at 11
2
<«Gaymes:
Sat.,
Oct.
11, opening
through October. 14. This year‘s a.m. Events
create
something
festival includes 14 feature films including
memphis pay & lesbian
commemorate
including the world premier of bowling, run—
Community center
the first Pride Cel—
The Pink Ladies, a story. of the ning, baseball,
ebration in the
tribulations of a bisexual actress Scrabble and
new center on Cooper St.
and her friends. Films come from even real drag—racing (heels not
"I‘ ve made memory quilts be—
as far away as Spain (The Kalei— wheels) will follow throughout
fore," said Zulewski. "It‘s a good,
doscope) bringing a taste of the the day at various locations
creative way to record of a spe—
nation and the world home to throughout the city. Plan on meet—
Memphis. Admission is $5 per ing at the opening ceremonies if cial moment."
The quilt will be unveiled at a
showing, or $20 for a week—long you would like to participate.
reception at 2 p.m. on Oct. 11, at
pass. The schedule of films in— There is no fee. Closing ceremo—
MGLCC.
cluding locations is on page 16 nies will take place at 7 p.m. with
The Special Events Committee
and
will
be
posted
at medals awarded to all winners.
has also cooked up something
Amidst the energy of the
www.outflix.org.
scary to finish off the month of
Sat., Oct. 11, which is the ac— Gaymes will be a moment to re—
October.. MGLCC‘s "Halloween
tual date of National Coming Out flect as MGLCC dedicates the

ceremonies 11 a.m. at First Con—
gregational Church, closing cer—
emonies 7 p.m.: at MGLCC
Pride Quilt Dedication recep—
tion., Sat.,.:Oct. 14, 2 p.m.—~at
MGLCC
¥
Halloween Extravaganza, ~
Fri., Oct. 31, families 5—7 p.m.,
adults 8 p.m.
ow
Call 278—GAYS for informa—
tion on MGLCC meetings and
regular monthly events.

Memphis Area Gay Youth
Peer support and discussion group
Call 335—MAGY
website: wwwgaymemphis.com/magy/
Advertisingspacedonatedasapublicserviceofthe TriangleJournalNews

Schiefelbein to Speak at Integrity Meeting
The next regular monthly
meeting of Integrity—Memphis
will be held on Tues., Oct. 21, at
6:30 p.m. at Calvary Episcopal
Church, Second at Adams.
The meeting will begin with a
worship service and dinner will
follow at 7 p.m. at a cost of $10
for.members, free for first—time
guests.
At 7:30, local author, Michael
Schiefelbein will present a pro—
gram.

Schiefelbein is author of sev‘
eral: books including his most re—
cent, Vampire Thrall.
Integrity—Memphis is the lo—
cal chapter of a national organi—
zation, Integrity—USA, which
serves within the Episcopal
Church. Its mission is to promote
understanding between the gay
community and the church.
Regular monthly meetings
host a variety of programs, cov—
ering a wide range oftopics ofin—

terest to GLBTs. The group has
members of many faith traditions
and visitors are always wel—
comed.
Integrity meets the third Tues—
day of each month at 6:30 p.m. at
Calvary Church, followed by din—
ner and a program.
For more information, visit
the
——website
—=at>
http://
w w w. geocities .c o m /
integrity

oe

Congratulations to

At Holy Trinity Church
685 S Highland St
Memphis, TN
maw. rinityMemphis.org
Wednesday, October 8. 2003
at 7:00 P.M.

for completing two years of fun and service
to the Gay and Lesbian Community.
2xLambda — a social/service organization for 20—29—
year old GLBTs and their friends — meets every
Monday with special outings throughout the month.
Call Ranetta at 223—3331 or e—mail the group at
2xLambda@yahoogroups.com for more information

Tammy Faye‘s new

Book will be on
sale at the Church

GET NHCKETS NOW
Suggested Donations: $5.00
Call Church Office: 3?20—9376
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In

Gay Community,

By John Curran
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP)
— When the television cameras
zoom in, Miss America pageant
viewers see a rhinestone—studded
celebration of homegrown beauty
and heterosexual hegemony.
Behind the glitter and the
gowns, there‘s a side unseen to
Miss America — a huge following
among gay men. Some are directly
involved as local or state pageant
directors, hairstylists or costume
designers who help prepare the
contestants for competition.
Others celebrate its glam from
afar, holding dress—up parties to
watch the telecast or camping it up
as drag queens to mock the world—
famous beauty contest.
"It‘s an interesting dynamic, to
have gay men so highly involved

Miss America Pageant is a

when it‘s such a conservative or—
ganization in so many ways," said
actress Kate Shindle, a former Miss
America.
"There are women who compete
who might never have known a gay
person, but in competing they are
helped every step of the way by all
these gay men. Certainly, Miss
America has a heterosexual male
audience but it‘s not as prominent
as the gay audience."
The phenomenon is well—known
to Miss America Organization of—
ficials but they are cautious in dis—
cussing it publicly.
"We‘re very proud of everyone
in the pageant family," said pag—
eant CEO George Bauer. "Every—
ane contributes. There‘s no
discrimination now, nor will there
ever be."
Straight men may watch to see
which contestantfills out her swim—

TNT PAINTING
WE DO A DYNAMITE JOB
PAINTING AND SHEETROCK REPAIR
:~—

TOM ROWE — 569—9222
TRENT GaTEWOOO — 568—9223

Low Prices
Free Estimates

MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law

266 S. Front St.
Suite 206
Memphis, TN 38103
527—7701

Sheridan Lambe,

Lcsw

Specializing in

;

¥ Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling

6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
901—761—9178
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suit the best, but gay men are more
concerned with its cut, color and
fabric. That sense of style has at—
tracted many to the pageant
through the years.
Some are drawn by the glamor,
others by the thrill of the makeover.
That 19—year—old with the ‘80s hair—
cut and the outdated dress? With a
little help, she could win it all.
"The glitz and glamor, it just
naturally attracts gay men," said
Chet Welch, a longtime local pag—
eant director in Pennsylvania. "The
music part ofit, too. It‘s an out, a
way of being involved in show
business or entertainment but not
really as yourself."
Welch, 42, of Ford City, Pa., got
involved after growing up on a
farm in rural western Pennsylvania.
"I went from showing horses
and cattle to showing women," he
says with a laugh. "For me, it
wasn‘t a gay issue, just a way for
me to experience something be—
yond the fences and meet people."
Contestants like him because
he‘s frank, and has no other agenda
than building them up.
"A lot of people in the gay com—
munity just have a natural flair.
Gay men can be very honest. A gay
man isn‘t going to hold back. He‘s
going to say you look good in this
or you don‘t. The women appreci—_
ate this," said Welch, a customer *..
service representative for a phar—

Major

Draw

Thecrowd at New York Avenue awaits the ‘start ofthe Miss America —
macys who calls, pageants: his <
hobby. — "‘
T i Pageantparade‘on the boardwali? AtlanticCity, NJ.,"In this Sept. 11,»5
1998 file photo. Gays and drag queens typically gather at the New York
In Atlantic City, the gay com—
Avenueblockto watch the annualparadeofcontestants. Forgaycommunity,
munity salutes the pageant in
Miss America pageant is a major draw.
(AP Photo/Donna Connor, File)
_events before and after the crown—
ing.
The first is the Miss America
trips to the parade and the 48— Hitchens, its writer and host, says
pageant parade, held the night be—
room Surfside Resort Hotel fills Miss‘d America is all in fun. At
fore the pageant, featuring all 51
up for the week, many of them 6—foot—3 inches tall ("I‘m 6—8 in
contestants riding down the
gay men affiliated with the pag— heels") he‘s one of the original
Boardwalk sitting atop open con—
eant in some way.
pageant‘s biggest supporters.
vertibles. Known by some as the
"Who fixes the contestants‘
The way he sees it, by the time
— "Show Us Your Shoes Parade,"
hair? Who does all the gowns? the lights come up in Boardwalk
its chief tradition is said to have
Who does the dancing, the cho—
Hall for the start of the annual
started in the late 1970s in a gay
reography, the sets, the produc— Miss America telecast, "There‘s
cheering section.
tion, the hair? They‘re all gay!" more queens in the crowd than
Legend has it that two men
said hotel owner John Schultz.
there are on the stage."
f
among the gay contingent at New
For 12 years, his gay nightclub
Those who aren‘t involved in
York Avenue and the Boardwalk
has played host to the Miss‘d Miss America or who don‘t make
peered into the cars and saw the
America Pageant, a beauty pag—
the trip to Atlantic City find other
contestants were wearing slippers
eant for drag queens on the night ways to participate, many by
or less, figuring no one would see
after Miss America.
hosting Miss America viewing
their feet:
Miss‘d America spoofs the parties. Some invite partygoers to
They called out "Show us your
original with a half—dozen near dress as contestants.
shoes" to embarrass the women,
misses competing for dead flow—
Former pageant CEO Leonard
and the chant caught on. Since
ers and a dime—store tiara, the Horn says the gay community has
then, state—themed shoes have
$25—a—ticket proceeds going to made valuable contributions to
become the stars — Miss Idaho‘s
the South Jersey AIDS Alliance.
the pageant, helping keep it alive.
have potatoes on them, Miss
The event drips with sarcasm,
‘"There were many gay men
Texas‘ are cowboy boots, etc. —
its host crooning a song that who were involved at every level
as fans along the route yell "Show
sounds vaguely like "There She of the Miss America program,
us your shoes!" at the passing
Is, Miss America."
from state to national, and— they
contestants.
"She‘s taken the town by made a very important contribu—
3»
The gay contingent at New
storm/what‘s that she‘s got tion," said Horn, who ran it for
York Avenue on parade night
stuffed in her Maidenform ?/
12 years. "They‘re talented,
draws from beyond Atlantic City, ‘There she is/walking on air she imaginative, creative and they
too. Gay bars in Philadelphia —
is/Miss‘d America,"
really helped the Miss America
60 miles away — sponsor bus
Gay
entertainer
Robert program."
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Security Alert:
"Males

Dressed as

Travelmg
~ character judgments and to abuse
cooperative innocents.
"While the worst—case scenarios
appear rather alarming, we don‘t
want to discourage the community
from traveling or conducting them—
selves as before." NTAC‘s Foster
said. "There‘s still a good chance
this won‘t affect most travelers.
"Live your lives," Foster sug—
gested. "Just be forthright when the
situation calls for it — and be pre—
pared."

Females" to be Scrutinized When

Just inComfort
time forConference
the upcoming
Arabia,
Indonesia,
and Iraq
used authoritiés suspect something.
Southern
and
car
bombs
against
hotels
and
hous—
When traveling, it is advisable to
the
fall
convention
season,
the
gov—
ing
compounds,
suggesting
that
consider
your court—or—
ernment issued new rules last week ‘soft‘ targets with minimum physi— dered namebringing
(and
gender)
change
tomentairport
security
and
law
enforce:
cal
security
measurescould
be
papers.
While
terrorists
may
make
agencies, which will impact viewed as attractive options in the fake identifications, they won‘t
the transgender community. This U.S." Soft targets include apart— carry. name change documents
most
recent
alert...specifically men— ment complexes, hotels, gas sta— signedand notarized by a court.
tions
"males
dressed as fe—. tions, shopping malls and In either case, be prepared to
males."
restaurants. _
openly explain the truth aboutyour
According
to
the
agency‘s
Press
Forthe
transgendercommunity,
transgender status
if stopped andAs
Release #238, intelligence col— this means that airport screeners questioned
by
authorities.
lected
globallySecurity
by the Department
and other
lawmuch
enforcement
agen— frightening as this scenario may
ofparently
Homeland
(DHS)
ap—
cies
will
be
more
vigilant
hesitation
ormore
evasive
an—
leads them to believe that than usual. It also.means they may appear,
swers
will
only
draw
intense
soft targets,including
and more
clever ap— be more likely tocommit unwitting scrutiny and could possibly lead to
proaches
use
ofdisguise
abuses.
Atcommunity
the minimum,
thebe police holding one temporarily for
areconsidered
the
next
trend
in
ter—
transgender
should
further interrogation.
Lack ofco—
rorism.
mindful
ofthe
new
alerts
and
pre—
operation
with
authorities
will
Quoting
the
DHS
alert
to
the
pare
accordingly
when
traveling
likely
be
treated
unfavorably
and
pertinent agencies, "Previous at— this fall, especially ifflying.
unapologetically.
tacks underscore Al—Qaeda‘s abil— Crossdressers should seriously "This isn‘t a request for every—
to employ
bombers
consider doing
any air their
traveldes—in one to be ‘outand proud‘ or scare
aitytactic
which suicide
can be used
against— malegarb
until
reaching
tactics," said Vanessa Edwards
soft targets and VIPs. Terrorists tination. With a focus on soft tar— Foster,
chair of the National
will employ novel methods to art— gets, even more casual pursuits Transgender
Advocacy Coalition
fully
conceal
suicidedevices.
Male
such
as
shopping
or
going
to
res—
(NTAC).
"We‘re
to avoid
bombers may dress as females in taurantscould—alsopotentiallydraw having innocent trying
transgenders
order to discourage scrutiny." scrutiny.
because a hesitant answer
The agency also noted that"Re— Even for those who‘ve _ jailed
was
inaccurately
deemed asas ahid—re—
centmass—casualty attacksinSauditransitioned, issues may arise if — ing terrorist motivations,"

California Governor SignsLawGiving
Domestic Partners Most Marriage Rights:
subject to federal tax audits, said
while requiring greater le—
By LisaPressLeffWriter gala trial,
Shannon Minter, legal director of
responsibilities, such as cover—
Associated
the National Center for Lesbian
ing a partner‘s debts.
Rights in San Francisco.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — firstInstate
1999, California became the
There‘s a symbolic difference as
in the country to allow
Gov.
GrayDavis
signed
a
domes—
well. In Vermont, couples must
tic partner bill into law, granting gay and lesbian couples, as well as have
their civil unions solemnized
same—sex couples nearly all the register
elderly heterosexual couples, to
or certified in a civil ceremony,
as domestic partners. Since
rights
and
responsibilities
of
mar—
while in California, domestic part—
ried spouses.
then more than 22,000 couples
"A
family
is
a
family
not
be—
have signed up with the secretary ~ ners register with the state simply
by turning in notarized applications
cause ofgender but because ofval— of state.
with a $10 fee.
ues,
and lawThe— until
delay in implementing the
In addition, participants in
love,"likeDaviscommitment,
told a cheeringtrustcrowd
Jan. 1, 2005 — gives
Vermont‘s civil unions are legally
couples who don‘t want the new
Sept.
19
at
San
Francisco‘s
Gay,
"spouses." Some California
Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender rights and responsibilities time to called
politicians
consciously wanted to
Center.
out by withdrawing their reg—
avoid a direct legislative challenge
istration as domestic partners.
California already had strong opt
to the institution of marriage.
gay rights advocates
domestic—partner
laws,thebutlegalthegap,
bill sayNational
A representative of state Sen.
the law puts California nearly
was designed to close
William Knight passed through the
on par with Vermont, which cre—
to the extent possible under federal ated
crowd at the signing ceremony,
a system of civil unions for
law, betweencouples.
homosexual and het— same—sex
warning that Knight would file a
erosexual
couples.
lawsuit challenging the new law.
The main legal difference is that
The law, scheduled to take ef— California
Knight, a Republican, wrote a
same—sex couples still
fect
in
2005,
will
allow
domestic
2000 ballot initiative approved by
partners to seek child support and won‘t
be able to file state income
61 percent of voters that said "only
taxes jointly, as is possible in Ver—
alimony and give them the right to mont.
marriage between a man and a
California lawmakers feared
health
coverage
under
a
partner‘s
woman is valid and recognized in
plan.
that conflicting tax codes would
Other provisions give domestic make same—sex households more the state of California."
partners
accessleave,to bereavement
and
family care
and exemptions
from estate and gift taxes. After a Tennessee Leather Tribe
partner‘s
theytowillan have
the
authority death,
to consent
autopsy,
CLUB NIGHT
donate
organs
or
make
funeral ar—
rangements.
~First Saturday of the Month
The law also prevents courts
The Pumping Station
from forcing a domestic partner to
testify against the other partner in
Advertisingspacedonatedasapublicserviceofthe TriangleJournalNews

sult of the DHS security alert.
NTACincidents
also asks forwhere
reports ofa
any
transgendered
partyandisconsequently
forthcoming
with
all
requests,
is verballyunder
orphysically
abused,pre—or
arrested
questionable
tense. Ifthose
something
nature
occurs,
partiesofthis
are encour—
aged to keep adetailed report ofall
actions taken. An increased need
forsecurity
shouldtonotmake
givepersonal
law en—
forcement aright

Hallo ween
Cards & Novelties
For Tricks & Treats
INZ & OILIMZ
Memphis‘ Fun Card & Gift Shop
553 S. Cooper
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 728—6535
CARDS, GIFTS & NOVELTY ITEMS
FOR EVERY OCCASION

Janis lan

Marries

NASHVILLE, Tennessee (AP)
— Janis Ian, whose songs include
"Society‘s Child" and "At Seven—
teen," married her partner, Patricia
Snyder, in a ceremony at city hall
in Toronto.
Ian, who lives in Nashville, wed
Snyder, a criminal defense lawyer,

Saviano. Ian‘s web site quoted
Snyder as saymg "After 14 years,

it‘s about time."
Attending the ceremony were
good friends Mike and Carol
Resnick, Parris McBride, George
R. R. Martin and, Dave,,Axler.
When asked, for,a1quote, .Mr.
Resnick said
trying to

get rid of her for years; it was only
logical that I be the one to give her
away."
The.couple wed in Toronto be—
cause Ontario is one of two Cana—
dian provinces that legalized
homosexual marriage under recent
court rulings. The other province
is British Columbia.

a

on Aug. 27, said publicist Tamara.

Partner in Toronto

Patricia Snyder(}) andJanis lan were wedAug.:27in Toronto, Canada.
cid

T ad

"H's A — ..MemphisStyle!
A show for the Memphis Woman!
Tuesday,November 4
7pm—Ipm
641 S. Cooper
3 MusicalAcousticAcis !
Jenn Lindsay — NYC, NY
TBA Memphis, TN
Carol Plunk — Jackson, TN

Otherlands CoffeeHouse~~~

Opendlscussmn afterwards about WomensIssuesm

the Umted States led byJenni, ndsayv’ii
Memphls andm
SafeSex DemonstrationFor Women ofALL
Sexual Orientations byFrlends For:Llfe
'

1-5 —

Ticketson sale NOW!!
$10 advance sale
—$15 at the door
Call 223—3331 for details!!!

Sponsored by Otherlamls and Tarbaby Productions
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Tan‘s "Society‘s Child," a song
of interracial love, was released
when she was 15. She won a
Grammy Award in 1976 for best
female pop vocal performance for
"At Seventeen."
The S52—year—old singer will re—
lease Janis Ian Live: Working
Without a Net on Oct. 7, and said
she plans to release her first stu—
dio album in four years in early

The couple planned to honey—
moon at "Torcon 3," the Worldcon
science fiction convention being
held in Toronto, said Ian‘s web site. —
"I think the idea of spending my
wedding week with a group of
geeks masquerading as giant lob—
sters and ‘Star Trek‘ characters is
perfectly in character with my life
with Janis," Snyder was quoted on
the web site.

2004.

Suit Claiming Son Killed Self
After Police Threatened to
. Out‘ Him Settled
MINERSVILLE, Pa. (AP) — that he was gay. Police denied they
The mother of a high school foot— made any threats or harassing com—
ball player who killed himself af— ments.
A few hours after his release,
ter police officers allegedly
threatened totell his family he was Wayman retrieved a gun from a
gay has settled a lawsuit over the cabinet in his home and shot him—
selfin the head. Wayman‘s family
death.
Under the agreement, Madonna and friends testified during the tr ml
Sterling and her attorney will—get that he wasn‘t gay.
One of the officers was dis—
$100,000 from the borough of
Minersville to drop her claim that missed from the suit prior to trial.
the officers were partly responsible A jury ruled in favor of the remain—
for the suicide of her son, Marcus ing two in 2001, but its finding was
Wayman.
overturned by a federal judge in
Lawyers for the family felt there Allentown. A new trial had been
was little chance they would re— scheduled.
The attorneyfor the officers and
cover more than that from the town,
which has —a population of around the town; Robert G. Hanna, called
4,500, according to family~friend the;$100,000 settlement :appropri—
ate given the potential for a much
Kyle Quandel.
"The family is devastated," larger penalty if the town had been
Quandel said. "This is not what found: liable:
‘"Nobody is gloating about any—
they wanted."
In the suit, Wayman‘s—fnother thing, but we are satisfied," he said.
charged that the town, two officers "T€ have to go through this trial
and a police chief violated her son‘s ~again would emotionally be a very
privacy rights in 1997 after detain— difficult thing to do."
The case attracted attention
ing him and a 17—year—old friend
from civil liberties groups and led
on suspicion of underage drinking.
Police said—when they were to a precedent—setting ruling by a
brought to the station, the teens federal appeals court that a person
claimed they had stopped their car has a constitutional right to keep
in a parking lot near a beer distribu— his sexual orientation private.
The police chief named in the
tor, not to drink, but to have sex.
The 17—year—old denied that suit, Joseph Willinsky, has since re
claim, and said the officers jumped tired. The other officers, Scott
to the wrong conclusion about their Willinsky and Thomas Hoban, re—
sexuality after finding condoms. main on the force in Minersville,
He said an officer then began quot— which is about 55 miles northeast
ing biblical passages and threat— of Harrisburg.
ened to tell Wayman‘s grandfather

GLBT Networking

from many races and cultures. It
includes race, gender, religion, age,
disability, sexual orientation and
national origin but goes beyond
that by focusing on creating an en—
vironment that leverages the talents
and diverse thinking of all employ—
ees to improve IP‘s competitive
position." This promotes the ideal
of diversity from a business stand—
point.
The Chairman‘s Diversity
Council is a representative group
of employees supporting senior
management to create and maintain
a culturally rich and collaborative
work environment where each em—
ployee is engaged and valued as a
full contributor.
"Our work with the Diversity
Council has been very promising.
The progress we have made in such
a short time really says a lot about
the quality of individuals as well
as their commitment to the GLBT
cause. I truly think this group will
make a major impact at Interna—
tional Paper," says Russell.
Several GLBT employees who
participated in the diversity train—
ing offered to all employees (and
required of all managers) noted that
GLBT images and lifestyles were
included in the presentation but that

by Vincent Astor
Monthly meetings are in
progress at International Paper to
organize a GLBT support network.
The name of the new organization
is iPAGES (International Paper
Alliance of GLBT Employees and
Supporters) and several organiza—
tional meetings and social events
have been held.
The first meeting of several
GLBT employees who knew one
another was held in May and the
first event in which there was a
definite International Paper pres—
ence (in matching T—shirts) was this
year‘s Pride Parade. It is being
championed by Melanie Russell,
human resources manager.
International Paper Corp. is one
of a growing number of Fortune
500 corporations which includes
sexual orientation in its corporate
nondiscrimination policy as well as
offering domestic partner benefits
to its employees.
Diversity is a very important
part ofthe corporate identity at IP.
This philosophy appears on the
corporate diversity web page: "At
International Paper, diversity
means hiring, developing, retaining
and promoting talented individuals
p

Group Organized at International

participants in the training ap—
peared unaware that co—workers,
some in that same training class,
were gay or lesbian. This prompted
some employees to find ways to
foster an increase in GLBT sensi—
tivity both in the training and in the
workplace.
The formation of iPAGES pro—
ceeded swiftly.
"The response we have received
from our employees and support—
ers has been fantastic. It has really
blown me away," says Russell. The
Diversity Council was then con—
tacted and remains in communica—
tion with iPAGES. As a resultof
this connection, the support of net—
work groups in general is in the
formative stages at IP, using pro—
totypes from other corporations.
The end result is always increased
production and retention of em—
ployees.
An informative article, the first
of its kind, is being planned for the
corporate diversity web page con—
cerning National Coming Out Day.
Nike is another local corporation
with a GLBT—supportive group in

formation. There has been commu— ered.
nication between iPAGES and this
‘"Having recently lost my part—
group after the recent announce— ner in a tragic accident, I don‘t
ment at Federal Express it is pos— know where I would be without the
sible a group will form there. Such support I have received from my
groups provide support within the work colleagues, both in our GLBT
work space, increase awareness group, and just in general at IP.
and sensitivity among co—workers, Having to deal with coming out at
provide valuable education and in— work in conjunction with a terrible
crease the comfort level of GLBT _ loss could have been a nightmare.
employees. iPAGES is very defi— Instead it has been a liberating
nite about including supporters as _ comfort. I can‘t tell you how much
well as GLBT employees among concern I have been shown from
its ranks.
people I would have never ex—
iPAGES is also researching pected. I applaud IP for its com—
consumer statistics related to the mitment to— diversity as well as
GLBT community in order to fostering a community of care and
maintain the business focus of the support for all its employees," said
group. As in any workplace, there Bickers
are a variety of backgrounds and
Networking groups like
opinions among co—workers.
iPAGES help to increase the per—
Some employees feel they can— ception that GLBT people are not
not comfortably speak up when just "out there somewhere" but in
there are opinions discussed among the office down the hall, the cube
co—workers that present GLBT in— across the aisle or at the next table.
dividuals negatively. However, in—
Any present employee of In—
dividual employees have received ternational Paper who is inter—
unexpected support and sympathy ested in joining should e—mail
due to bereavement and other life Melanie
Russell
at
changes, as Curtis Bickers discov— Lmrussel198@aol.com.
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Week of Events

The Mid—South‘s GLBT Film Festival
October 8—14, 2003
World Premier of The Pink Ladies
U.S. Premier of The Kaleidoscope
A Normal Life
f
Coming Out: A Collection of Stories
Dragonseed
Gone, ButNot Forgotten
~
Hooked
f
Jim in Bold
Laughing Matters
Malaqueerche: Queer Punk Rock Show
Open
People Like Us:; Making Philadelphia
Savage Roses
Shipping and Handling
Sleep In a Nest of Flames
Summer Thunder
Tarheels & Short Skirts
The Brother We Keep
The Experiment: Gay and Straight
The Singing Forest
The Politics of Fur
Whether You Like It or Not: The Story of Hedwig
Film Details and Showtimes at
www.
your group can get great
publicity, support the
festival and get tickets at
a deep discount. Get
details at www.outflix.org
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Saturday, October 11, 2:00 p.m. at MGLCC
892 Cooper St.
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U.S. Senators

Debate Possible

Constitutional Amendment on Marriage
By Suzanne Gamboa
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) ——
Democratic senators on Sept. 4 said
they opposed a constitutional
amendment to preserve the defini—
tion of marriage as a man—woman
union, saying the law defining mar—
riage as such is not at risk.
They were responding to wit—
nesses in a Judiciary Subcommit—
tee hearing who pushed for an
amendment because they believe
the law may soon be challenged in
court.
"No courts have questioned that
law ... I don‘t think anyone has se—
riously suggested that law is in dan
ger," said Sen. Patrick Leahy, a
Democrat.

By Richard N. Ostling
AP Religion Writer
The Episcopal Church‘s August
convention endorsed an actively
gay bishop and issued a statement
recognizing that clergy are free to
bless same—sex couples (without
officially approving such rites).
Curious thing. A bishops‘ study
committee concluded last March
that the church was "nowhere near
consensus" on whether to drop the
| Judeo—Christian tradition against
homosexual behavior. One reason
for uncertainty may be that Epis—
| copalians have produced less
— scholarship advocating change than
thinkers—in other Protestant de—
nominations.
Few Roman Catholics have pro—
posed liberal cases, either, and that
adds to interest in a book by the
Rev. Gareth Moore, a British Do—
minican who died last December.
In his posthumous A Question
«of Truth: Christianity and Homo—
‘sexuality (Continuum), Moore as—
sailed his church‘s teaching and
1975 and 1986 Vatican decrees
supporting it. He concluded that it‘s
irrational for homosexually in—
clined Catholics to obey the church
because it "produces no good ar—
guments."
Moore weakened his case by not
answering conservative U.S. Pres—
byterian Robert Gagnon, whose
The Bible and Homosexual Prac—
tice had already rebutted many of
Moore‘s points. Perhaps Moore
was too ill to examine Gagnon‘s
2001 work. (Also, Moore‘s—book
has no index, undercutting its seri—
ousness and usefulness.)
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Priest Attacks Catholic Church‘s

Stand Against Homosexual

ur

was introduced in the House.
Supporters of an amendment
said it is neededto protect children
and to help stem thedisintegration —
of families.
Maggie Gallagher, president if
the Institute for Marriage and Pub—
lic Policy, testified that marriage is
a key social institution for the pro—
tection of children.
o
Other witnesses said it is only a
matter of time before the traditional
marriage definition is challenged,
particularly as states pass laws rec—
ognizing gay marriages.
The Supreme Court recently
struck down a Texas law that made
homosexual sex a crime, overturn—
ing an earlier ruling that said states
could punish homosexuals for hav—
ing sex.

Behavior

In part, Catholicism‘s stance is
Apostle Paul condemned only
based upon the laws of nature,
same—sex practices by those who
which Moore dismissed by argu—
are basically heterosexual. He was
_ ing that homosexuality is built into
more impressed by claims that Paul
nature, too.
opposed only exploitative man—boy
But the heart of Moore‘s case
relationships, which would make
treated Bible passages cited by
this passage irrelevant to consen—
Catholics (and Eastern Orthodox,
sual acts between adults
Protestant and Jewish traditional—
More fundamentally, Moore as—
ists):
$
serted that Paul didn‘t say same—
—"That is why a man leaves his
sex activity is sinful itself but only
father and mother and clings to his
that it‘s punishment for sin and is
wife, and the two of them become
"unclean, shameful and dishonor—
one body" (Genesis 2:24, a passage
able." Further, Moore wrote, Paul‘ s
also.cited by Jesus).:
5 passage denounced only pagans, so
God provided a partner so Adam _ it "does not and cannot apply to"
wouldn‘t be alone, and Moore said
gay Christians.
we must equally suppose that God
—"Neither fornicators nor
"takes seriously the need of lesbi—
idolaters nor adulterers nor boy
ans and gay men for a partner
prostitutes nor practicing homo—
whom they will receive with joy."
sexuals ... will inherit the kingdom
—You shall not lie with a male
of God" (1 Corinthians 6:9—10).
as with a woman; such a thing is
There‘s considerable debate _
an abomination" (Leviticus 18:22).
about the original meaning of the
words translated "boy prostitutes"
Moore said this Old Testament
law had "nothing to do with same—
and "practicing homosexuals" in
sex activity as such" but forbade
Catholicism‘s New American
Bible. The first Greek word,
only "a man treating a man sexu—
ally as he would a woman." Since
"malakoi," means "the soft," and
modern Christians reject the "sup—
Moore contended there‘s no reason
posed divine plan of male domi—
to think that condemned any kind
of homosexuality.
nance" that Moore thought
undergirded Leviticus, he found it
Moore said nobody is sure what
inappropriate to use this text to bar
the second word, "arsenokoites," _
homosexuality.
means. But he figured it did not
—"God handed them over to
refer to same—sex acts as such but
degrading passions. Their females
behavior that feminized a man by
exchanged natural relations for ‘giving him the passive role, which
he found "irrelevant" to most same—
unnatural, and the males likewise
sex couples.
gave up natural relations with fe—
males and burned with lust for one
Are such Bible reinterpreta—
another. Males did shameful things
tions convincing? Or do they
with males ..."—(Romans 1:26—27).
seem far—fetched? Much hangs on
Moore wasn‘t convinced by lib—
the answer, for both church and
society.
eral arguments that here the

NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST
SWEDISH/DEEP TISSUE — HOT STONE THERAPY

761—7977
BY APPOINTMENT

IN/OUT CALLS

IFT CERTIFICATES

As other denominations
tell you, "No,"
we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES!"

u

Liberal

The law, known as the Defense
of Marriage Act, was passed in
1996. It denies federal recognition
of same—sex marriages and allows
states to ignore same—sex unions
allowed elsewhere. Some politi—
cians, including President George
W. Bush, have been concerned that
U.S. courts might overturn the fed—
eral law.
Sen. John Cornyn, a Texas Re—
publican, said he organized the
hearing to determine whether more
laws were needed to strengthen the
Defense of Marriage Act. He in—
sisted it was not intended to con—
sider a constitutional amendment.
But Democrats said it is the ul—
timate goal of some Republicans.
Though no amendment has been
proposed in the Senate, a measure

First Congregational
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
An Open and Aﬁirrhing Church
celebrating the image ofGod in every person
and the sacred value ofevery human life
Come and visit us in our new location
in the Cooper—Young neighborhood!
1000 South Cooper
Worship Sundays at 10:30
Classes at 9:30 a.m.
www.firstcongo.com
278—6786
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LETTERS
,. The Triangle Journal News welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should be be as

short as reasonable and typed ifpossible. Although names may be withheld on request,
all letters should be signed and include a phone numberfor verification. Anonymous
letters will not be printed. All letters are subject to editing for spelling, punctuation and
grammar. However, every effort will be made to maintain the original intent of the writer.
Letters should be mailed to:
Triangle Journal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485
orfaxed to (901) 454—1411.
Our e—mail address is MemphisTJN@aol.com.

Benefit Show Producer
Disappointed
On Sun. Sept. 14,
Mike
Einspanjer produced a "gospel"
drag benefit at Madison Flame. —
Ed.
Well, what can I say? I hoped
for more than I got. No surprise
there. This is Memphis. However,
I do apologize for the small crowd.
Not sure ifit was bad timing on my
part or what: I think we did a good
job, had fun, and we all slept well
that night.
Our intentions were two—fold.
To raise money for our favorite
AIDS charity and to bring a little
spirituality back into our commu—
nity. So for those organizations/

churches that chose not to attend
or help, "I‘ m heartily sorry for hav—
ing offended thee." And I thank
you for reminding me of the rea—
son I became a Buddhist 12 years
ago. I guess actions do speak louder
than words. The families afflicted
with HIV/AIDS will appreciate the
money we raised. And on that note,
a nice potion of my life insurance
has been earmarked for Loving
Arms, as well as other AIDS chari—
ties (even those who did not bother
to help).
A list of kind souls who, in some
manner, made this benefit happen:
Sharon Wray and Carroll for the
use of Madison Flame, Debbie at
Ace Wigs in the Sierra Nevada‘s,
Sr. Emily of Catholic Supplies,

Northern Missouri, Divas Las Ve—
gas, Footwear byJean Claire (En—
gland,) Herr Hats (Germany),
Prescott Memorial Church, Curb
Records, Memphis Drum Shop,
Michael Eddlemon (set design), the
entire cast and crew of Allusions
Entertainment, Her Loveliness
Allison Tate, Cats Music, Cavalier
Cleaners, Jimmy Gray (master of
ceremonies and friend), Mike Lutz,
"Ruby" Sonoma and Victoria from
J—Wag‘s (Tommy Stewart really
does hire the best) and Xzavion
(better than Al Green).
Thanks,
Mikey Einspanjer

Tab Hunter Says He‘s Gay
in

Upcoming

NEW YORK (AP)
Former teen idol Tab Hunter is
writing his memoirs, in which
he acknowledges he is gay and
discusses
co—stars
including
Natalie
W o o d ,
1: a n *g g C
Turner
g
and Gary ®
Cooper.
FOr
a n y o ne
curious to
know my
story, I
wanted to
be sure that they‘re getting it
from the horse‘s mouth," the
72—year—old Hunter, star of
such 1950s films as Battle Cry

Memoirs

and Damn Yankees! said in a re—
cent statement issued by his
publisher, Simon & Schuster.
The book, currently untitled,
is scheduled
for release in
2005.
The tall;
blond actor
was a favor—
& ite
among
‘y o u n g
filmgoers in
the 1950s.
He also had a
No. 1 song,
the"
ballad
~* Y—o‘u n g
Love."
His career faded in the
1960s, although he later starred
in John Waters‘ 1981 cult clas—
sic Polyester.

Pink Pistols Chapter Formed
Mickey Brannon and Wayne starting. Some members are new to
offer education and resources for
Hastings think the time has come using a gun, but some shoot com— ~self—defense of alltypes," the bro—
Personal ads are a ‘free service to our readers — Please limit for members of the gay community petitively. Members are single, chure says.
them to 30 words or less. We request that ads be submitted in to become more knowledgeable partnered, male, female, gay and
For more information, visit the
writing via postal or e—mail. Ads will generally run one time only,
about their personal safety and their straight.
Memphis Pink Pistols web site at
"but may be resubmitted each month. Mail to Triangle Journal News, | firearm options. To that end, they
In addition to firearms safety, www.:pinkpistols. org/local/
(P.O: Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111 or e—mail them tof have formed a local chapter of The the Memphis Pink Pistols. focuses-n memphis\, geiles
‘e—mail

Free Personals

memphisTJN@ aol.com. Ads deemed too explicit may be edited.
Prof. GF 39,seeks femme or
GWM, 46 yrs. (looks 36 yrs), 6,
soft butch between 30—50 years 195 lbs, hairy, buzz cut, medium
old. I seek a secure woman who build, hazel eyes, 6‘. Versatile. 1
Joves home and garden, but likes like BBQs, cooking, beer, shooting
to go out occasionally and live it pool, darts, movies (XXX), working
up. Hove the midtown and down— out. Looking for GWM, well en—
«town area for entertainment. 1 dowed with similar interests; any
love to sit out on restaurant pa— age, smooth or hairy, muscular. No
tios by candlelight, but I can also fats, fems. Call John (901) 452—
stay at home and have a beer in 0411. Leave message to contact.
my own bar. If you like to travel,
Professional, dominant,
go to movies, take walks by the GWM, 39, into spanking, bondage,
river, antique and thrift shop or shaving, endless sex, toys and
just sit on the porch and talk, more. 1 enjoy casino gambling,
reply
to
this
~ad—
at . shooting pool and fine dining. ISO
kuteone38@yahoo.com. You obedient 18—22 Y/O0 GWM smooth
never know where it could lead.
body with boyish looks and man—
Transsexual, 47, attractive, nerism about 140 lbs. No fats,
tall, blonde,non—smoker. Wish to femmes or drag queens, no dis— —
meet
professional
non— eases. Skinny a plus. Serious in—
smoker,tall ,male, for dating, quiries only, please. Mr. Paul 870—
dining,movie‘s, etc. Possible 0457.
LTR,serious only. call Lora, leave
I‘d like to meet a gay female
message. 901—353—4172.
between 35—50 years old. I am a
WF, 26, in search of friends to soft femme. I‘d like to meet a fe—
go to movies, theatre, clubs, and male with a good sense of humor
just have great conversations. If who can make me laugh; has intel—
you are interested in meeting a lect; likes to travel; go dancing;
new friend, e—mail me at attend plays; likes poetry and art;
MidSummerNiRain@cs.com.
has days free, likes the outdoors. If
this is you, then e—mail me at
Fem BF,33 seeks employed tedjds@ belisouth.net
fem or soft butch female 25—45
for special friendship and intelli—
~ gent conversation. Race is open.
Email
me _.
at
nubrown2000@yahoo.com.
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| PNK Psto‘s—
There are now over 34 chapters
in 25 states and two provinces of
Canada. According to the groups
brochure, "We are dedicated to the
legal, safe and responsible use of
firearms for self—defense of the
sexual—minority community."
The Memphis chapter is just

on general self defense andstreet
smart awareness. "To that end, we

Take Pictures?

memph|s@plnkp|stolsorg

Us!
Send your pictures to:
TJN
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111
or e—mail to
memphisTJN@aol.com

Share them with
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MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE

HYPNOTHERAPY
* Stop Smoking
* Weight Loss / Eating Disorders
* Memory and Study Skills
* Stress and Anxiety
* Sexual Dysfunction
* PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder)
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
* Individual Therapy
* Group Therapy
* Adolescent Therapy
* Marriage & Family Therapy
Office Hours by Appointment
Insurance Accepted

ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
DVD/VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES,
PREVIEW BOOTHS AND VIDEO ARCADES

Fantasy Warehouse #1 (East)
791 N. White Station Rd. » 683—9649
(Body Jewelry)
Executive South (South)
1847 E. Brooks Rd. » 345—0825
(Mini—Theatre)
Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins » 358—8642

| Eric Cassius, LPC, CHT
815 Mt. Moriah Road ~ \

OPEN 6 DAYS
Mon., Sat.

685—5491
caish@aol.com

®
and checks accepted at
Fantasy Warehouse #1 and # 4 only

8 a.m. — 12 Midnight
Closed Sundays and Holidays

It‘s Not Your Father‘s Fraternity;

Gay Frats

By AdriennePress
Schwisow
Associated
Writer
CHARLOTTESVILLE,
Va.
(AP)
—By
the
end
ofthe
year,
22—to _
year—old
Anthony
Whitten
hopes
persuade
20Virginia‘s
men to join
thegayUni—
versity
of
first
fra—to
ternity,
a
group
he
wants
transform
into affiliated
one of thecollegiate
South‘s
few
nationally
gayThebrotherhoods.
group
calls toitself
Out on
Rugby,
a
reference
a
neighbor—
hood street
linedcampus
with ofbrick
frat
houses
off
the
this
tra—
ditional
school,
where
male
stu—
dents
still
wear tieswereto notfootball
games
and
women
even
admitted
into
most
academic
pro—.
grams
until
1970.
Aboutbody30 percent
ofthewithcurrent
student
is
affiliated
a fra—
ternity
or
sorority.
For
Whitten,
Out
on Rugby
fillssaysagaptraditionally
in aGreek
system
that
he
has
been andperceived
as
"heterosexist"
uncomfortable
— foratesgaya community
men. The newnotgroup
cre—
only for
them, but for what he calls ©

Charlottesville is part of a bur— Justin Wienckowski, a senior at
geoning number of similar clus— Virginia Tech and a founder of
ters nationwide trying to join one Virginia Out, a statewide organi—
of two national gay fraternities, zation of gay campus groups.
‘Sean Lloyd, president of the
said Eric Van Sant, vice president
of expansion for Delta Lambda Delta Lambda Phi chapter at the
University of South Alabama in.
Phi, the larger of the two.
The fraternity has 18 chapters, Mobile, says his fraternity gives the
about 300 members and nine eight brothers — including one
colonies, or groups in the process straight one — and four pledges a
of becoming chapters. In addi— place to find acceptance and friend—
tion, 13 interest groups like the ship, especially if they are strug—
one at U.Va. recently have con— gling with identity problems,
tacted the fraternity about start— without an accompanying pressure
ing the chapter—building process, to have sex.
"We‘re not a dating service,"
the most in any single year, Van
said Lloyd, 27. He said the frater—
Sant said.
_
The other national fraternity, nity has had a few problems with
Alpha Lambda.—Tau, has three chap— failed relationships, and officially
ters and one colony, according to discourages dating between broth—
ers. "You‘re here because you be—
its Web site.
By contrast, there are 66 tradi— lieve in the ideals of Delta Lambda
tional fraternities. with roughly Phi, not because you‘re looking for
5,300 chapters on more than 800 your next boyfriend or your next
campuses nationwide, according to sexual partner."
Whitten, who is studying to be
_ the North American Interfraternity
a teacher, is president of Out on
Conference.
Shane Windmeyer, editor of the Rugby. At this point, the group is
1998 book Out on Fraternity Row:
Personal Accounts ofBeing Gay in
pro a College Fraternity, said U.Va.‘s
gressive" straight men who aren‘t: ~group is important precisely be—
fazed by others‘ sexual orientations "cause it‘s taking root at a tradition—
"We don‘t really have any cri— ally conservative school.
teria," Whitten said."Anyone who —~The—lack—of resistance to it
is interested and wants to be a part shows that "two men holding hands —
is no longer seen as an evil, coun—
can join."
6raw-leather
club
— The group of about 10 men in terculture, abnormal thing,” added

Gaining Popularity

simply a university —affiliated orga—
nization going through the proba—
tionary period required for it to
become part of the Multi—Cultural
Greek Council. If Out on Rugby is
accepted by the council in Decem—
ber, it can begin the process of be—
coming a chapter of one of the
national fraternities.
While the group has not gener—
ated any organized opposition, the
president of U. Va‘s Interfraternity
Council has objected to the name,
saying it erroneously suggests the
group is affiliated with U.Va.‘s tra—
ditional fraternities, many of which
have chapter houses on Rugby
Road.
"It‘ s inappropriate because they
don‘t have a house on Rugby, and
there should be no mention of
Rugby," said senior Ryan Ewalt.
"In the common fraternity man‘s
eyes, it‘s a misnomer."
But for gay fraternities, the ul—
timate goal is to get more chapters
included in Interfraternity Coun—
cils, the student—run groups that

govern schools‘ Greek systems,
Van Sant said.
"Then we‘ll have a seat at the
table with all the other fraternities
to demonstrate that we‘re all the
same," he said.
Still, the fact that some gay men
say they often haven‘t felt comfort—
able in traditional fraternities and
feel a need to start their own, sug—
gests that the groups are not all the
same.
"I thought it would be neat to
be in a fraternity, but I didn‘t see
myself fitting into that cookie—
cutter type," Lloyd said. "With
us, you can bring your boyfriend
to events, you don‘t have to try
and find a girl to take. It‘s that
kind of thing."
On the Net:
Delta Lambda Phi:
www.dlp.org
Alpha Lambda Tau:
www.

TSARUS CLUB NIGHT_
Sat., Oct. 18
PumpingStation —1382Poplm‘

LaW’Repealed
After Years of Opposmon
5

SHOW YOUR LEATHER!
Advertisingspacedonatedas apublic service ofthe TriangleJournalNews
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British Gay

LONDONiﬁPyiir-‘ﬁﬁ‘lw at Campaign promises of Prime Min—
against "promotion" of homosexu— ister Tony Blair‘s Labor Party
ality was removed from the Brit— when it ousted the Conservatives
ish statute books Sept. 18, after in 1997.
Government officials said the
more than a decade of gay—rights
law
inhibits staff in local authori—
protests.
"The repeal of Section 28 is a ties, which run many schools and
triumph for 21 st—century tolerance colleges, from counseling gay and
over 19th—century prejudice," said lesbian people, and makes it diffi—
Ben Summerskill, chief executive cult for teachers to stop people
from bullying homosexual stu—
of gay justice group Stonewall.
The law, which barred local dents.
The government welcomed the
government councils from. "pro—
moting" homo—
sexuality, was
the subject of
protests from
the moment it
was introduced
under Conser—
vative Prime
Minister=Mar—
garet Thatcher
in 1988. It was
devised to deal =
with—concerns
over.
sexual content

law‘s disappearance as a new Lo—

cal Government Act became law
Sept. 18.
"The government is pleased that
Parliament has taken advantage of
this opportunity to remove this un—
necessary and offensive piece of
legislation — which has fueled
prejudice and stigmatized homo—
sexuality — from the statute book,"
said Nick Raynsford, minister for
local government.
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the waters are tested when the
school begins to question Russel

aABOUT

about being gay and the identity

BOOKS

of the club is in jeopardy of be—
ing exposed.
Brent Hartinger‘s book has

by Shannon Yarbrough

received wide acceptance by
teens all over the world who visit

The GeographyClub
Autumn is just about my fa—
vorite time of year, and October
is just when it‘s at its best. The
weather has cooled off and I can
start thinking about my winter
, wardrobe. The trees are beautiful
in their fall colors just before
shedding their leaves. All of the

Cu
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DABBLES
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Now we wax, dahling!

1NVd + NIXOIN » 390N4 « MIH) NYODIM3WY —

HAIR CARE & BODY WAXING

Danetobeent'
Ttua—rm: o—7 — sar o—2
« WALK—INS WELCOME

homes and store fronts sport
pumpkins for Halloween or foot—
balls and pompoms in support of
their local high school teams. But
I definitely enjoy this time of year
more now than I did when I was
a teenager.
I was closeted in high school
until my senior year, and then
only came out to a few friends
and to my family. That was in
1994, and I felt fortunate to have
even done that all on my own. To—
day, it‘s a much different story for
kids who might be in that same
position. Gay—straight alliances
are popping up in schools all
across America to offer support
and education to gay and lesbian
kids of all ages. And even more
are forming now thanks to Brent
Hartinger and his book, The Ge—
ography Club.
Released earlier this year
through Harper Tempest, an af—
filiate of Harper Collins Publish—
ers, The Geography Club is the
story of Russel Middlebrook.
Russel is convinced he is the only

(WOMENs Ricnts * RACIAL Equauty * Gay RicnHts
\
* Repropuctive RicHts * Environmentat Protection
*
* Genper Equauty * Worker‘s RicnHts
*eHUMAN RIGHTS
If any of these issues are important to you and you
want to become an active vehicle for change, join the
WOMEN‘S ACTION COALITION
WAC meetings are held every second and fourth Sunday night
at 6:30 PM at First Congregational Church, 1000 S. Cooper,
Memphis, TN 38104 (park in the back off Blythe)
IF you HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, E—MAIL AMULLNS 1@memphHis.eDU
Advertising space donatedas apublic service ofthe Triangle JournalNews

gay kid at his school until his
online gay—chat buddy turns out
to be a popularjock at his school
named Kevin.Pretty soon, Russel
«discovers other gay kids at his
school, including his friend Min
and her girlfriend Terese.
The group decides to form a
secret club so that they
can get together at
school without drawing
attention to themselves.
But what will they call
it? All clubs have to be
registered with the
school. They decide to
pick a club that is so
boring that no one will
want to join it. And so
T
h
e
Geography Club is
born. Russel and Kevin
even start seeing each
other, and suddenly
things are looking up
for Russel after all.
But Hartinger
doesn‘t stop there. The
teens have to face the
fact that they each came
from different rungs on
the social ladder of sta—
tus called high school:
At school, they try not""
to draw attention to
themselves by each re—
turning to their own
separate groups, di—
vided by where they sit in the caf—
eteria. And soon, a straight teen
tries to join their club, thinking
that it really is a club for kids in—
terested in geography.
Russel soon runs into prob—
lems when he is forced into go—
ing on double dates with girls by
his friend Gunnar. But with all of
his interest on Kevin instead, he
joins the baseball team and soon
receives his 15 minutes of fame
and is even asked to join the
jocks‘ table in the cafeteria. But

Jleast for
| Frignds

his Web site and tell him that
they want to start a gay—straight
alliance in their school as well.
InsightOut Books has also had
the book on its top 10 list for
weeks now. A movie deal may
even be in the works for Russel
and his friends.
Hartinger attributes his idea

for the book to a gay teen group
that he was working with in the
early ‘90s. While interviewing
kids before they joined the
group, he found a wide array of
diverse teens who had only one
thing in common: they were gay.
He thought the group would be
a disaster. But the kids quickly
came together and bonded and

everyone dumps on everyone
else," Hartinger said when I in—
terviewed him about The Geog—
raphy Club; "the kids weren‘t
like that. They were grateful to
be around others like them. It was
their refuge from that storm
called high school."
Initially, the idea for The Ge—
ography Club was turned down
17 times until Harper Collins said
yes. It took three weeks for
Hartinger to write the first draft,
and he had even finished it while
his agent was still negotiating the
contract with the publisher.
Another reason why the book
has been so popular is
because both gay and
straight people can re—
late to Russel and his
adventures in high
school. The book is not
depressing at all. It‘s a
very light read and even
has a sense of humor. Its
positive outlook on gay
teens in high school has
served as an echo for
teens all across the
world who find them—
selves within its pages,
longing for friendship
like The Geography
Club had.
I encourage libraries
eve
here—to.add. this:
book to their shelves.
Whether or not there is«
a gay— straight alliance "
in their school or neigh—
borhood, there are gay
kids everywhere in need.
of direction, and L think \:
The Geography Club*
would make an excéel—
lent guide. You can visit
line
at
~~the—author—on
www.
Shannon L. Yarbrough lived in
Memphis for six years. He now
lives in St. Louis, Mo. He is the
author of the book, The Other
Side of What. Questions or com—
ments about this book or others
you have read? Contact Shannon
~ at MisterYarbs@msn.com.

were just happy, for once, to fi—

really
were.
"As an adult going to a bar,
nally get to be who they

A witness ofGods

M integrity Memphis
inclusive loveto the
'wwlnteyityusa Ore
EpiscopalChurch andthegay, lesbien,
hisexpal, andtrmnagendercommunity.

Mon., Oct. 6 & 20
6 p.m., Dinner at 6:30 p.m.
St. John‘s United Methodist Church
(Peabody & Bellevue)
of Friends For life for. the HIV
infected
and
affected
community
including
people
friends,to
caregivers, family and friends. While the dinner is free,livingthosewithwhoHIVareorableAIDS,are their
requested
make a donation to offset expenses.
Advertising space donated as a public serviceofthe Triangle Journal News
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MEETINGS: 3" Tuesday
8:30 p.m. « Worship

7:00 p.m. » Dinner & Program
Calvary Episcopal Church
102 N. Second St. {2" & Adams)

ecycle Us!

{enter from the parking lot]

Feast for Friends is a service

for more information: 201.525.6602
Whatever the beckgroundorfork tradition, Acs
h

Mxocos!

Published as a gab/mservice 17K the T,ﬂang/e Journal News.

J

corer

When you‘re finished
reading the
Triangle Journal, don‘t
just throw the copy
away — recycle it.
TJN is printed on recycled paper.

Calendar Listings in Bold type take place at
GLBT venues or are speciﬁcall;

SPECIAL

GLBT—related
§
Calendar Listings in Non—bold type take place at GLBT—
friendly venues or are ofinterest
to the GLBT community

EVENTS
Wednesday, October 1st
©2xLambda — First Wednesday
Outing — Movie Night — Commu—
nity Center — (901) 223—3331 —
7pm

&

Thursday, October 2nd
«PFLAG — Prescott Church — (901)
761—1444 — 7pm

The Triangle Journal

Calendar of Events-N

OCTOBER 2003
WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
SUNDAY
CHURCH
SERVICES
*Open
Heart
Community
ofFaith
—
Bible
Study
& Worship
Celebration
— Iam
North
End
ofFirst
Congregational
(1000
South
Coooper)
—
(901)
323—3514
—
*Holy
Trinity
CommunityChurch
Church— (901)
— Sunday
School— and HolyWorship
Service
&
Children‘s
320—9376
f
HTCCMemphis@aol.com
—
9:45am
and
11am
*FirstService
Congregational
Church— 9:30am,
— Sunday10am,
School,andCafé10:30am
Congo, and Worship
—
(901)
278—6786
*Prescott
Church
— Sunday School & Worship Service — (901) 327—8479 —
9:30am
&
10:45am
*LivingWord
Christian
— Morning and EveningWorship Services —
(901) 276—0577
— 10amChurch
and 6pm
WEDNESDAY
CHURCH
SERVICES
*Taizé
—
First
Congregational
Church
—
(901)
278—6786
— 6pm and Discussion —
*Prescott
Church
—
Fellowship
Dinner
&
Christian
Life
Study
—«Holy
(901)Trinity
327—8479
— 6pm & 6:45pm
Co’inTn—lﬁﬁff—Ch‘lfgﬁ‘ﬁ—FEHWWEWWﬂ and Bible Study —

WEDNESDAYS
«Dart Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
«Midtown Round—Up — Country Dance Night — Crossroads — 8pm
«Ink & Metal Nite — Show your tats and piercings for specials — Pumping
Station — All Day
«Lights Out — Come Party in the Dark — Metro
THURSDAYS
«Cotton Pickin‘ Squares — Holy Trinity Community Church — (901) 438—
2427 — 7:30pm
*Dart Tournament — J—Wag‘s — 8pm
*Karaoke — Paragon — 9pm
*Talent Search Night — Allusions Entertainment Center — 10pm
*Star Karaoke — Crossroads — 10pm
«Amateur Show — Metro — 11:30pm

(901) 320—9376 — 6pm & 7pm
*Living Word Christian Church — Worship Service — (901) 276—0577 — 7pm
*Open Heart Community of Faith — "A Course in Miracles" — Study Group —
North End of First Congregational (1000 South Cooper) — (901) 323—3514 —
7:30pm

SUNDAYS
*Tea Dance — Metro — 4pm
4
*Brothers & Sisters Bowling League — Winchester Bowl — (901) 722—5236
or MemphisGayBowlin@aol.com — 6pm
*Pool Tournament — Pumping Station — 6pm
*AA Meeting — Community Center —278—4297—8pm
*Sissy Bingo —Crossroads—8pm
*After Patios t Sundays — Paragon — 9pm
*Queer As Folk — Metro — 9pm
*Lights Out, Everything Goes — J—Wag‘s — 10pm
«Drag Show — Backstreet — 11pm
MONDAYS
*»Monday Night at the Movies — Sponsored by Holy Trinity Community
Church — Bartlett Cinema 10 — 6:45pm
*Plus Support Group — Community Center — (901) 278—4297 — 7:30pm
*Pool Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
*Dart Tournament — Pumping Station — 7:30pm
*Dart Tournament — One More — 8pm
*Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm
TUESDAYS
*Di Anne Price — Wang‘s Mandarin House (Park Place Mall) — 6pm
*The Caring Group — Relaxation and destressing by subtle energy practices —
Holy Trinity Community Church — (901) 320—9376 — 7pm
*Lesbians with Breast Cancer — Support Group — YWCA (766 South
Highland) — 7pm
*Dart Tournament — Crossroads — 7:45pm
«Boy Meets Boy — Metro — 8pm
*Pool Tournament — One More — 8:30pm
*Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm
*Karaoke Night — J—Wag‘s — 11pm

Larry Timmerman

FRIDAYS
*First Congo Films — First Congregational Church — (901) 278—6786 — 7pm &
9pm
* MGLCC Coffechouse Nights — Community Center — (901) 278—4297 — 7pm
*Seriously Sober — Holy Trinity Cammunity Church — (901) 320—9376
*Di Anne Price — Cielo — 8pm
*Karaoke — One More — 8pm
ae
om
anno
«PookTournament — Crossroads — 8pm
*Ladies Night — Allusions Entertainment Center — 10pm
*Late Nite Beer Bust — Pumping Station — 10pm
«Drag Show — Backstreet — Midnight
«Drag Show — J—Wag‘s — 3am
SATURDAYS
«Camp Fire USA — First:Congregational Church — (901) 327—0438 or
CampFireMemphis@yahoo.com — 10am
*Live and Let Live on Cooper Street — Community Center — (901) 278—4297
— 6pm

°Satugday Nites at the Gaiety — Movie Night — Community Center — (901)
278—4297 — 7pm
&
&
«Di Anne Price — Cielo — 8pm
*Pool Tournament — J—Wag‘s — 9pm
*Supershows — Allusions Entertainment Center — 10:30pm & 12:15am
«Drag Show — Backstreet — Midnight & 3am
*Drag Show — J—Wag‘s — Jam

leg to provicle as many upcoming events in lhe GLBT
communilq as possilale. ll you would lil<e to ocl<l your
evenl oP neecl lO upclale an exislinq evenl, please e-mail
our Calenclor EAllOP, Angela Lomh, Ol
ljncolenclarqirl@qohoo.com oP CG“ 268-4675
and leave a message.

Thanh YOU.

eckly Schedule

Bill Johns

CHarebhouse

#¥lall

2563 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
(901)323—0600
AUNTIQMEM@AOL.COM
Members of American Cut Glass Association
We Buy and Sell Estates

Saturday, October 4th
*First Saturday Club — First Congrega—
tional Church — (901) 278—6786 —
2pm
*
*Fish Fry — Sponsored by the Mystic
Krewe of Memphis United — Holy
Trinity‘s Parking Lot — 6pm
*Retirement Party — Betty Daniels —
One More — 9pm
*1st Annual Variety Show — Spon—
sored by the Noble Krere of
Hathor — J—Wag‘s — 10pm
Sunday, October 5th
*Annual Blessing ofthe Animals —
Holy Trinity Community Church
— (901) 320—9376 — 4pm
Monday, October 6th
*Feast for Friends — Hosted by
Friends For Life — St. John‘s
United Methodist Church — (901)
272—0855 — 6pm
*Jackson Lambda Support Group —
Jackson, TN — Davis—Kidd
Conference Room — 6pm
Tuesday, October 7th
*Gay Parents‘ Group — Community
Genter — (901) 278—4297 — 6pm .,
«Wednesday, October 8th ©
*OutFlix 2003 — The Mid—South Gay
& Lesbian Film Festival —
www.outflix.or;
*Tammy Faye (Bier) Messner —
Talk and Book Signing — Holy
Trinity Community Church —
(901) 320—9376 — 7pm
Thursday, October 9th
Election Day — Go vote ifyou
want your voice heard
*OutFlix 2003 — The Mid—South Gay
& Lesbian Film Festival —
www.outflix.org
«Parents Together — Support Group
for GLBT Parents — Holy Trinity
Community Church — (901) 320—
9376 — 7pm

Welcome to lhe Triangle Journal News Calendar. We

Welcome
Antique

Friday, October 3rd
*Catholic Mass with Special
Invitation to GLBTs — St. Patrick‘s
Cathedral — 7pm

Worship Service

11:00AM

ease

Wednesday Night
Study

steriphis, 38111
Phore: 901320476
s.
Website Address:.
h holytrinitymemphi
ftym
""‘
:
cms “WWW”
: office@holytrinkymemphs.

Pastor:

—

7:00PM

Evenings
Thursday
agra
Cotton Pickin‘
Squares

HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH
THE REV. TIMOTHYMEADOWS, M.OY.. PASTOR

Friday, October 10th
*OutFlix 2003 — The Mid—South Gay ®
& Lesbiart Film Festival —
www.outflix.org
«Motley Blue — Community Center —>
(901) 278—4297 — 9:30pm
Saturday, October 11th
National Coming Out Day
*OutFlix 2003 — The Mid—South Gay
& Lesbian Film Festival —
www.outflix.or
«Out to Excel — The First Memphis
Gay Sports Competition —
Sponsored by MGLCC — (901)
857—8523
*Leisa B. — One More — 9pm
Sunday, October 12th
*«OutFlix 2003 — The Mid—South Gay
& Lesbian Film Festival —
www.outflix.org
*2xLambda — Second Sunday Social
— (901) 223—3331
*Queer Dharma — Buddhist
Meditation Group — Community
Center — (901) 327—2677 or
jmaynard2@earthlink.net— 2pm
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*WAC (Women‘s Action Coalition) —
First Congregational Church —
1000 South Cooper —
amullns@memphis.edu — 6:30pm
*Mr. & Ms. Hot Memphis Pageant —
Allusions Entertainment Center —
(901) 406—3894

Peabody

1091 Wilmore Rd.

4

Darryi RoxiTspg‘gl $0321;

mmitment
i
" \Webate Pnotegrapny —

Mia
Michael Holland 901—210—1472

90 1 -Z7 $—MORE,
s

brphoto@midsouth.i1.com

Photo CDs

Tuesday, October 14th
*OutFlix 2003 — The Mid—South Gay
& Lesbian Film Festival —
weenwore
"Lam bdlaciﬂdei“ First Congrzga—6
23:63

2117

901—278—667 3

Monday, October 13th
*OutFlix 2003 — The Mid—South Gay
& Lesbian Film Festival —

www.outflix.
os
so

%
Rodgers
Holland
Photograph
graphy

Cg>
2 nad — ARi
arre ~

Saturday, October 18h

f
Wednesday, October 15th

Thursday, October 16th

*Gay & Lesbian Book Club —
Community Center — (901) 680—
9218 or (901) 278—4297 — 7pm

Ad & Copy Deadlinefor the
November 2003 TJN
«HIV/AIDS Support Group —
Jonesboro — 7pm

ureh 012780780:
f

Front Street

Businesses and
.
B. Circuit Playhouse
C. Dabbles — ___.

ck
Sues

[é r‘l'ei“:)tsr Life
F. GEL“: *
G. Playhouse on the Square

nan
3rd Street

%

Clubs and Restaurants
1. ~Backstreet

2nd Street
s

* LGC] (Lesbian & Gay goalition for Justice) — General

l

s

rene"
4. J—Wag‘s
5. Lorenz

—L

Sunday, October 19th
*Log Cabin Republicans — General Meeting — Community
Center — (901) 278—4297 — 2pm

G xMiadison Flame
g uglgggljemphis
9. One More

==

*WAC (Women‘s Action Coalition) — First Congregational
__ Church — 1000 South Cooper — amullns@memphis.edu —

e®

10. P & H Cafe*
11. Paragon Lounge

rine

fasciae

* Gay Supportive

o

Bellevue

é,
S
fe
N: Claybrook [5

7pm, &
7:45pm
masc
"
.
Friday, October 24th
— 7pm
223—3331
(901)
—
Fun
Friday
*2xLambda — Fourth

>

&
3

*Motley Blue — Community Center — (901) 278—4297 —
9:30pm
Saturday, October 25th
Submissions deadline for the
November 2003 Out & About Calendar >
tincalendargirl@yahoo.com or (901) 268—4675
*Stonewall Democrats — General Meeting — Community
«».
Center — (901) 278—4297 — 2pm

f
—

-MasqiT€mlDS—Baif-—Bmcﬁs«£r—Fﬁends¥orﬁfe —The
Vine — (901) 272—0855 — 9pm
«Costume Contest — Backstreet

quoN|

Sunday, October 26th
*GALAH (Gay & Lesbian Atheists and Humanists) —
Community Center — (901) 327—2677 or
MemphisGALAH@yahoo.com — 2pm

Remeq

any se{dog

‘any [B}U30

McNeil

N.Willett

N. Avalon

s

Tuesday, October 21st
«AIDS Consortium Meeting — United Way Building
(Union Avenue) — 11:30am
Integrity Worship, Dinner, and Program — $10 — Calvary
Episcopal Church — (901) 278—8915 or (901) 374—9484 —

Cleveland St.
Watkins

Monday, October 20th

*Feast for Friends — Hosted by Friends For Life — St. John‘s
United Methodist Church — (901) 272—0855 — 6pm

Interstate H0
g
a
s
Fj

6:30pm

frre

l? ”ll‘lllenhlxrrlélsemmn
s

f

Meeting — Community Center — (901) 278—4297 — 2pm
October Birthday Potluck Dinner — Bring a dish
to share — Community Center — (901) 278—4297 — 6pm
*Jamie Anderson — Otherlands — 7pm
*Mirror Image — TG/TS Social & Support Group — Holy
Trinity Community Church —
MirrorImage_TG@yahoo.com — 8pm
*Tsarus Club Night — Pumping Station — 10pm

Friday, October 31st
*
Halloween
7
November 2003 TJN Due Out
«Halloween Enchanted VII — Costume Contest — Backstreet
«Halloween Costume Party — The Other Side (Jackson)
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Mid—South Community Resources
"u

f

Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
# 357—1921.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Triangle Journal News: Free monthly
# 465—4371 — Richard Andrews.
The Mid—Towners Bowling League:
Service;: 5100 Sanderlin Rd. # 761—2110.
newspaper published by Printers Ink «
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
# 323—3111 — Linda Etherton, 342—4630 —
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
Square Dance Club » Meets Thurs., 7 pm
James Bailey.
Barney Inc., 1661 International Dr., Ste.
# 454—1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, email:
. printed as a public service, and its listings
Holy Trintiy « 685 S. Highland, Memphis Transexuals Memphis: Support group for
200 # 818—4134, 800—227—4146, fax: 818—
memphisTJN@ aol.com,
website:
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
38104 # 272—2116.
transexuals (male to female)
4233.
www.memphistrianglejournal.com.
herein have requested to be listed, but have
# 272—3278 or e—mail; joannacamilla
Sarah A. Washington: Investment Advisor
not been charged. All phone numbers are Crossroads: African American Gay men‘s
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
motivation/support/social group. Meets 1st
@netzero.com
= 466—3588, website: www.lpl.com/ Warehouse‘:
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
& 2nd Fridays. Conrad R. Pegues, 1902 Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
sarah.
e—mail: sarah.
(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)
= 323—0600.
Freemont Ave., Memphis 38114,
Memphis 38174—1082.
washington @ lpl.com.
Balnea Blue Hair Salon: 2111 Madison #
ADULT BOOKSTORES
crpegues @ aol.com.
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
726—0090.
E
TS
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks —Rd—E.
Equality Tennessee: P.O. Box 330965,
"Assoc.: GLBA, PO Box 3541, Univ., MS
Bereavement Express: A unique way to
Botanica: 3092 Poplar, = 458—1929.
# 345—0657.
,
Nashville,
TN
37203,
38677 =
662—915—7049, email:
express your sympathy to family, friends,
Park East Florist: 6005 Park = 761—2980.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947 Lamar
www.equalitytennessee.org.
glba @olemiss.edu, website: http://
co—workers,.
clients. = 578—9107;
# 744—7494,
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
4F: Leather/Levi group « 698 Pope Dr.,
www.olemiss.edu/orgs/glba.
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
ABC/A2Z:
Digital
Photography/
Bartlett 38112.
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and
Christian Funeral Directors: 2615 Overton
White Station — 683—9649
Videography. By Appointment = 377—
First Congregational Church: Worship
community. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info
Crossing # 358—0062
Executive South* — 1847 E. Brooks Rd.
7701.
Service: Sun. 9:30 & 10:00 am, Wed. 6
131F Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper
# 345—0825
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7
pm » 1000 South Cooper = 278—6786.
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
# 725—0521.
Fantasy Warehouse #4* — 2532 N. Watkins
# 278—5002.
First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School,
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
Girls
Work: Incudes: House Doctors,
— # 358—8642
It‘s
Done!:
Typing,
word
processing/printing
9:30 am; Coffee & fellowship, 10:30 am;
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
Intimate Occasions, Lunch to Go, .
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
service—resumes, thesis, manuscripts, etc.
Worship, 11 am « 166 Poplar = 525—
BasketGrams & Everyday Services #
= 454—7765.
= 795—4308.
%
5619.
276—1935, email: griswrk@ hotmail.com,
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—1411.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
http://www.webspawner.com/users/
Summer # 323—2665.
RK Photo: Black & white photography,
AIDS Service Organization + 1384
girlswork/index. html.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd
processing
&printing
services.
Full
color
Madison, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
= 396—9050.
post card advertising. Call # 452—2766 or
# 278—AIDS.
8)
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell
Rd Holy Trinity Community Church*: Worship
e—mail: btag69a @ prodigy.com.
Bonnie‘s Doggie Day Care: 885 S. Cooper,
# 744—4513.
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327—3760.
Service: Sun. 9 & 11 am; Bible study:
# 726—1300.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave.
Wed. 7 pm; 685 S. Highland, Memphis
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
= 373—5760.
38111
—#z
320—9376,
e—mail:
Affirmation: = (708) 733—9590.
in greeting cards for lovers only «P.O. Box
a
office@ holytrinitymemphis.org.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
4
676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
I
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Allusions Entertainment Center*: 3204 N
Gay
&
Lesbian
Helpline:
=
1—888—340—
"nu\y
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales,
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,"
Thomas St. # 523—0599.
GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—
service & repair, Heating & A/C. « 1447
6:30pm; Meeting 7:30pm * c/o Calvary
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street
9pm).
National, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
Episcopal
Church,
102
N.
2nd
# 276—5522.
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—7431
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*:
# 525—6602.
Bogie‘s Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle Place
(24 hr. help & information for Lesbians,
Antiques, Art, Painted & Unusual
Jackson Lambda Support Group:
# 272—0022.
Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
Furnishings * 2228 Central # 725—0049.
Memphis Lambda Center # 901—427—1500
Buns on the Run*: 2150 Elzey Ave. 38104
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
#
678—3339.
for
information.
# 278—2867 (278—BUNS).
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
exp., ref., onsight est., « # 274—0281
Living Word Christian Church: Worship
Crossover: 851 Island Road, Columbus,
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 278—4297
evenifigs or weekends.
i
10.am& 6pm, Wed. 7 pm ®
MS =—601—327—0942==———
* 24—hrs.
COUNSELING SERVICES
Mr.
Scruff‘s Pet Care: Pet sitting # 725—
2489 Broad Aver 452—6272
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 276—8078.
LINC: # 725—8895.
Alive Memphis! A Holistic Healing Genter,
9216.
Crossroads II*: 111 N. Claybrook Loving Arms (Services for HIV+ Women
Memphis Sexual Assault Resource
www.alivememphis.com, Individual &
Paggios for Hair Salon: # 274—3944.
& Their Children): Shelia Tankersley,
# 274—8655.
Center: =272—2020
Couples Therapy, EMDR, Radiant Heart
Pet Care Unlimited: Petsitting and/or house
P.O.
Box
3368,
Memphis,
TN
38173
=
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
‘Therapy. # 372—2991, Susan Taranto;
sitting by competent, caring couple =
725—6730.
Lorenz/AfterShock*: 1528 Madison # 274—
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth
372—2593, Carol Schlicksup.
726—6198.
+e
R
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
8272.
Eric Cassius,; . L.P.C.,. _C.H.T.; & hotline (Mon.—Fti., 3—9pm) z 1—800—399— Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 # 335—
Madison Flame*:""1588 " Madison"
Hypnotherapy, Individual, Group,—
# Business: 377—1075, e—mail:
MAGY for info; website:www.geocities.
# 278—9839.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention:
Adolescent, Couples & Family Counseling.
EnricaRamey@aol.com.
com. westhollywood/1772,/.
Mélange: 948 South Cooper # 276:0002.
# 274—7477.
Sliding scale fee available. # 685—5491
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent Gatewood
Memphis
Center
for
Reproductive
Health:
Metro Memphis*: 1349. Autumn
Transvestite—Transexual National
for appointment.
%
# 568—9222.
1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
©,274—8010.
Hotline: # (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1000 S. Cooper #
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists & —
One More*: 2117 Peabody. # 278—MORE
Sat.).
844—4357.
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar
~(GALAH): www.geocities.—
18673)—
cheer
nda
¢
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, MAC: Experiential
# 682—2170.
LEGAL SERVICES
= 327—2677.
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Airways
Healing Center, 1713 Lockett Place #
Vantek: Internet Services * Box 11187,
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney at Law:
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Blvd. #701 = 396—1969, 3727 South
372—0710. EMDR, group, individual,
Memphis 38111—0187 = 324—4999,
1014 S. Crockett Rd., Senatobia, MS
Center (MGLCC): 892 S Cooper,
Mendenhall = 362—2989, 7716 Poplar
couples & family therapy.
e—mail: viadmin@vantek.net.
38668
#
(662)
562—5949,
(662)
292—0823
Memphis 38104 # 278—4297.
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
Gary Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown
www.
The
Now .com:
or
(662)
292—0046.
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for — location; grief, loss; Lesbian,Gay &
Paragon Lounge*: 2865 Walnut Grove #
Professional magicians, live animals,
David Hooper, Attorney at Law: 1870
Justice (MLGCJY): Box 241363, Memphis
320—0026
§
transgender; individuals, couples
clowns, balloon artists, face painter, DJs,
Union Ave # 274—6824.
38124
# 327—2677, e—mail:
P & H—Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave.
# 527—1098.
pony rides & illusionists—fund raisers
Deborah K. Brooks, Attorney at Law: 200
migej@yahoo.com,
www.geocities.com/
# 274—9794.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
# 358—7258—Nicholas Toombs.
Jefferson
Ave.
=
529—8888.
mig}.
Pumping Station*: 1382 Poplar Ave.
family counseling, rebirthing # 761—3435.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney at Law: 266
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian,
# 272—7600.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
So. Front St., Ste. 206 = 527—7701.
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
Bisexual, & Transgendered Pride Events
Rumors*: 637 Hwy 145 South, Shannon,
Psychological Counselor « Simmons,
Robert Ross, Attorney at Law: 100 N.
Developments: 194 Looney Ave. = 525—
+ Box 111265, Memphis 38111
MS # 601—767—9500.
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd,
Main, Ste 3310 =.525—0417.
3044.
@
32—PRIDE,
e—mail:
MphsPride@aol.com.
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
Ste 316 # 369—6050.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney at Law:
Brian Clanton, The Carter Group: 1908
Mirror Image: TV/TS support group ® c/o
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist ®
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
Exeter, Ste. 2, Germantown # 753—7222,
Barbara Jean Jasen, Box 11052,
Jackson, TN # 1—901—668—3749.
Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150
Jason O. Young, Jr., Attorney at Law:
458—3852.
Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
# 767—1066.
CARDS & GIFTS
147 Jefferson, Ste 806, # 728—4000.
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United:
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
Inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper
Realty: 757—B West Poplar Ave.
LODGING
41 S. Century, Memphis, 38111.
Couple Counseling, = 761—9178.
= 728—6535.
# 853—0237.
www.geocities.com/mardigrasmemphis
French Quarter Suites*: 2144 Madison
Rhonda Manning Hidaji, LCSW: Individual
GGS Gourmet: # 278—6218 or on the web
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
Noble Krewe of Hathor: a social, tax—
# 523—8912.
&
Couples.
Goal—Oriented
Gestalt
&
at GGSGourmet.com
Realty: = 377—1057.
Hampton Inn & Suites: 962 S. Shady
exempt charitable organization. PO Box
Integrative Psychotherapy, Sliding Fee
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
Darian Porter, Affiliate Broker, The Carter
820901, Memphis, TN 38182—0901, web
Grove,
GroupSales—Events
Coordinator:
Scale, Germantown/Cordova area
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
Group: 1908 Exeter, Ste. 2, Germantown
E. Ryan Dougherty # 762—0056.
site: www.kreweothathor.com
.# 757—7706.
# 753—7222, 278—4079.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
Open Heart Community of Faith: North
MASSAGE SERVICES
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW: —
# 745—3300.
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell &
end of First Congregational Church, 1000
ABC A Bodywise Company Guesthouse:
# 578—9107.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380.
South Cooper, Rev. John Gilmore # 323—
Relaxing therapeutic, full—body massage/
M. Todd Puckett, MS, LPC: Personal
Residential, 24—hr. service, free estimates
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
3514.
Enhancement Coaching. « 5050 Poplar
sports massage. By appointment. # 377—
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380.
# 327—6165.
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians
7701.
Ave., Suite 2400 # 844—6228.
&
Gays
(P—FLAG):
Box
172031,
Memphis
TRAVEL
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Massage by Jim: = Pager 541—0579.
J. Kent Usry, M.Div., MAC, LCSW:
38187—2031 # 761—1444.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Alliance: Leather/levi club * Box 42174,
Massage by Joseph: Full body stress
Counseling Individuals, Couples, Children,
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
Memphis 38174.
Travel Agericy, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
relief = 358—7438.
f
& Families. Specialties: Trauma,
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305
Second # 525—5302.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: (See Friends for Life).
Stephen Pair: Sports, therapeutic, relaxing,
Addictions, Grief & Sexuality. Sliding Fee
# 1—901—664—6614 for information, e—mail:
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:
Travel Customized by Jean Morris:
Scale. # 491—8632.
Swedish massage =
277—1705,
burtren @aeneas.com
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Member International Gay & Lesbian
stephenpair@ aol.com
Kathryn T. Vullo, PhD: Licensed Clinical
Pink Pistols: email: memphis @
Travel Association # 465—2936.
Aphrodite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
Psychologist, LLC 8590 Farminton Blvd.,
pinkpistols.org.
38122.
3
Ste. 3,G‘twn, 670 Colonial Rd., Ste. 1,
massage by appointment. = 761—7977.
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progressive
BGALA (Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Mphs. = 848—6666, www.inter—
AT THESE LOCATIONS
MEDIA
Christian
Church
»
Sun.
Service
6:30
p.m.,
Lesbian Awareness): University of
personalnet.com.
Playhouse:
Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine
meets
at
the
Center,
103
Berry
Rd.,
Memphis, c/o BGALA, 2522 Campus
# 726—5521..
« Box 771948, Memphis 38177—1948,
DENTAL SERVICES
Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
Postal Station, Memphis, TN 38152—2521,
Memphis and Shelby County Public
# 682—2669, Fax: 685—2234, email
William N. Castle, D.D.S.;: Dentist » 79
Sunshine Travelers: Meets every other
e—mail: bgala@memphis.cc.edu, website:
Library: 3030 Poplar Ave. # 725—8800.
FamilyMag@ aol.com, http://members.
North Cooper = 685—5008.
Tuesday at 7 pm at The Jungle,
www.people.memphis.edu/~bgala.
aol.com/familymag/homepage.html.
#
788—4PLA
(4752)
FINANCIAL
SERVICES
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41803,
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, accounting,
Memphis 38174—1803 # 726—4342, email:
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
estate planning = 753—1413.
memphisgaysoftball@yahoo.com .
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409
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TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ticketmaster OUTLETS,
ON—LINE AT TICKETMASTER.COM OR CC.COM OR TO
CHARGE BY
_PHONE AT (901) 525—1515. Tickets ALSO
AT THE CANNON CENTER BOX OFFICE OPEN MON —
FRI, 10AM — PM
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